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Parking Services Fines SGA Elections
Underway
M SU $1 M in 2003
Two Positions Contested; All Others
Unopposed
D ennis A nderson
A ssistant News Editor

CHRIS PETERS I THE MONTCLARION

From January to December 2003, Parking Services has issued students and staff members on campus over
$1 M in parking citations.
Shauna Foster
A ssistant News Editor

Tuition is not the only thing th at
has increased at MSU since last
year.
The amount of parking tickets
Standard Parking has distributed
doubled th at of the previous year
with over $1 million in parking
citations.
According to a citation violations
summary report for tickets issued
from Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 2003,
MSU’s parking services distributed
a total of $1,140,620 worth of fines
to students, faculty, and staff.
In 2002, Standard Parking
issued MSU a ticket of half that
amount at around $500,000.
While parking fines are increas
ing, the hesitancy to, pay them is
diminishing.
As ofnow, $214,970worth offines
has yet to be paid. Approximately
$360,000 was yet to be paid in

2002.
Elaine Cooper, Director of
T ransportation and Parking
Services, thinks th at people may
be taking parking for granted.
“The reason th at there are a lot
of tickets is because of the removal
of gates,” Cooper said.
“There is not a physical barrier
stopping people from parking in
certain areas.”
Meters were placed in lots th at
were once gated, such as in Lot 17.
Feature: 4

“The reason that there are a lot of tickets
is because of the removal of gates (barriers
for lots).”
Elain e Cooper, D irector o f Transportation and Parking Services

Ah expired m eter ticket cost
$20.
Expired m eter fines totaled to
$42,780 and 2,172 citations in 2003.
Parking beyond hour fines totaled
$55,930 and 1,641 citations.
As a result of parking without
a permit, a total of 12,715 citations
and $622,840 in fines were issued.
A ticket for parking without a per
m it cost $50.
An unauthorized parking ticket
is worth $40.
In 2003, it caused a total of 9,011
citations and $349,760 in fines.
In 2002, $156,750 in fines were
issued.
Compared to the 19,221 student
parking permits from the previous
two years (8,534 in January 2000
to 2001 and 10,687 from January
2001 to 2002), about 12,032 stu
dents have obtained a parking per
mit in 2003 alone.
Sim ilar to the highest amount
of fines within student parking lots
in 2002, commuter Lots 18 and 22
remained in the top two spots in
A rts and Entertainm ent: 9

2003.
This time, they compiled 3,259
—

The Student Government
Association (SGA) Executive Board
Elections began March 28 and the
polls remain open until Wednesday
at noon, with the results available
the same day at the SGA General
Meeting, SGA Attorney General
Javier D. Justiniano said.
There are two candidates run
ning against each other for both
the position of Vice President and
Treasurer, while the candidates of
the other positions, SGA President,
Executive Secretary, Board of
Trustees A lternate are running
unopposed.
The candidates forVice President
are junior, Recreation & Leisure
Studies Major Veronica Nealis and
the incumbent, Junior, Political
Science Major Ron Botelho.
According to his platform state
ment, Botelho is increasingly enjoy
ing the job of Vice President more
and more and is excited about
the possibility of a second term in
office.
“C hairing the m ain meeting,
serving on the executive board,
working with legislators, and orga
nizing the SGA scholarship fund
have been highly rewarding experi
ences,” Botelho said.
Nealis said she would like to
continue working for students, but

in a different capacity. “I want to
work with new legislators teach
the my experiences and help them
to make a difference at Montclair,”
Nealis said.
According to the platform state
ment of Sophomore Broadcasting
major and Treasurer candidate
M att Wilder said that he is run
ning because
of his moti
urn to page
vation to be
3 for a list
a leader, the I of candidates
fact th at he I running for
is a “people I the 2004 to
12005
person” and I Executive
th at he would I Board
like “to make j positions of
sure, as a j the Student
| Government
whole, the ¡Association
student body
enjoys there
time here at
MSU.”
“I
also
have 5 years
e x p e rie n c e
bookkeeping, therefore I am very
organized in handling monies,”
Wilder said
Senior History Major and other
Treasurer candidate Killian Delos
Santos wants to further contribute
by servicing the student through
SGA.
“As a veteran legislator I have
a good knowledge of the financial
policy and procedures for this posi-

T
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Grant Awarded to Student
Graduate Student
Receives a $28 K
Fellowship
Jennifer Haag, a first-year
graduate student in E arth and
Environm ental Studies, won a
Graduate Research Fellowship
from the National Oceanic and
A tm ospheric
A dm inistration
(NOAA).
The $28,572 award will allow
Haag to investigate atmospheric
nitrogen deposition and its impact
on coastal eutrophication, focusing
on the Mullica River—Great Bay
ecosystem located near the Jacques
O pinion: 13

Cousteau Reserve in the southern
part of the state. The Mullica River
is one of the estuaries th at is part
of the NOAA program.
“I came across this type of work
one day when my adviser, Dr. Yaun
Gao [of E arth and Environmental
Studies] explained the concepts
behind nitrogen deposition and
how it’s playing a role in degrading
coastal waters,” said Haag, who
holds a bachelor’s degree in m arine
biology from the University of
Rhode Island.
She explained th at nitrogen is
released into the air by fossil fuel
combustion, fertilizers and indus
trial emissions.
“This atmospheric nitrogen is
SEE “GRANT" ON P. 3
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Jennifer Haag was recently
awarded a $28,572 fellowship.
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The Police
Report:
Various Acts of Violence
Strike Campus
3/28/04 - Aakash J. Mehta, 18, Montville
and Michael S. Cemelli, 19, Towaco, were
both charged with simple assault and
domestic violence. Both were released on
$2500 bail, and released on recognizance.
3/26/04 - Tahirah J. Grace, 24, Asbury
Park, was charged with being under the
influence of CDS, disorderly conduct, and
resisting arrest. Grace was released on
$5,000 bail and is awaiting a court date
in the Little Falls Municipal Court.
3/26/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded
to Finley Hall on a report of a female
with severe stomach pains. The
victim was transported to Mountainside
Hospital.
3/26/04 - A male MSU student reported
to Police Headquarters that he lost his
gold necklace somewhere in Panzer Gym.
3/25/04 - Yashika I. Smith, 19, Newark
and Terrance R. Taylor, 19, were both
charged with simple assault and
domestic violence. Bail was set at $2,500.
They were realeased on their own
recognizance, with a no contact order,
and are awaiting a court date in the
Little Falls Municipal Court.
3/24/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded
to Blanton Hall on a report of an
intoxicated female who had passed
out. The female was transported to
Mountainside Hospital. The case is under
investigation.
3/24/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded
to the Floyd Hall Arena on a report of a
male juvenile skater with a possible
broken leg. The victim was transported
to St. Joseph's Medical Center.
3/23/04 - Officers responded to the
cafateria area in Blanton Hall on a report
of a strong odor of CDS. The area was
searched with negative results for CDS.
3/23/04 - A female MSU student respond
ed to Police Headquarters to report being
harassed by a known male and his friend.
The victim stated she did not want to file
criminal charges. The case is closed at this
time.
3/23/04 - The theft of an MSU employee's
paycheck was reported to University
Police. The case is under investigation.
3/18/04 - Timothy J. Fox II, 22, Howell;
Danielle R. Picinich, 20, Pinebrook and
Bryan S. Lubiner, 20, Fair Lawn, were
charged with criminal tresspassing and
are awaiting a court date in the Little
Falls Municipal Court.
3/18/04 - A male MSU student reported
to Police Headquarters that he lost both
his business and personal cell phones
while parked in the Red Hawk Deck.
3/16/04- A female MSU resident respond
ed to the Health and Wellness Center
to report a sexual assault and to receive
medical treatment. The victim did not
want to file a criminal complaint.

A nyone w h o has inform ation regarding these
incidents is urged to call th e police station
from any cam pus phone a t T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 1
Play: Working, 8-10 p.m., Fox
Theatre
Phi Sigma Pi: Movie Night
ASSIST: Coffeehouse, 10 p.m.,
SC Ratt
FRIDAY 2
RecBoard meeting, 2:15-3:30
p.m., SC Cafe Ballroom B & C
Play: Working, 8-10 p.m., Fox
Theatre
Cosmic Bowling 9-11:30 p.m.,
bus leaves diner at 8:15 for
Brunswick Lanes, Belleville
Music: MSU Choral Concert, 8
p.m., Memorial Auditorium
SATURDAY 3
Music: Recital by Mel
Nascimento & Lauren Heber,
French horns, 8 p.m., Music
McEachem Recital Hall Free
Play: Working, 8-10 p.m., Fox
Theatre*
MSU Alumni Celebration, 1
p.m., New Softball Stadium

FRANKFORD — A mother’s
attem pt to rescue her 5-year-old
son from the frigid waters of
Culver Lake in Sussex County
yesterday turned deadly when
she disappeared under the water
just moments before a neighbor
arrived in a rowboat to pull the
boy to safety. Divers found the
body of Debbie Snook, 33, of
Frankford Township more than
two hours after she leapt from
the dock in front of her home
into the water to aid her son
Dylan, who was tossed from a
canoe when it capsized, accord
ing to the State Police.

SUNDAY 4
ICC: Hob Show, 6 p.m., SC
Ballrooms A&B
MONDAY 5
MLK Jr, 8 p.m, SC Dining
Room
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Drama: “The Cross,” 7 p.m., SC
Ratt

SGA Notes

On-campus
Full Page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $63.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

-Arab Student
Organization received a
Class II Charter.

Off-campus
Full Page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00

-HAS appropriations
passed.

Classifieds
Up to 30 words — $10.00

TUESDAY 6
Swing Phi Swing: Game Night,
6-8 p.m., SC Ratt__________
WEDNESDAY 7
SGA Student Legislature
Session, 3 p.m.

-Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship received a Class
II charter.

-Players appropriation
passed.

Lambda Tau Omega: Male
Pageant, 8 p.m., SC Ratt
Swing Phi Swing Interest
Meeting, 8 p.m., SC 419

FORKED RIVER - A m ar
riage marked by domestic vio
lence ended w ith a husband
stabbing his wife more than two
dozen times, killing her before
fatally stabbing himself, author
ities said. An autopsy performed
Friday, two days after the mur
der-suicide in Forked River,
showed th at 37-year-old Kurt
Rosenberger stabbed 33-year-old
Kathleen Rosenberger 28 times,
said a spokesperson for the
prosecutor’s office. During their
m arriage, the Rosenbergers had
obtained multiple restraining
orders against each other.

Corrections
The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike Cafaro
at (973) 655-5230.

NEWARK — A woman was
arrested yesterday in the shoot
ing death of her boyfriend at his
apartm ent in the Bradley Court
housing complex in Newark,
police said. Laveme Williams,
48, was charged with shooting
James Wright, 49, police said.
She told police she and Wright
had an argument shortly before
midnight on Saturday and she
pulled out the gun to intimidate
him and it discharged.
ORANGE — A 23-year-old
soldier from Orange has been
killed in Iraq from a noncombat

MADISON, WI — A univer
sity student was found alive
Wednesday, four days after
she vanished from her off-campus apartm ent without a coat
or purse, leaving the door ajar,
according to a news report.
Madison police would not imme
diately confirm they had located
Audrey Seiler, 20, but officer
Chris Paulson told her friends
and family th at Seiler “is fine,”
the Minneapolis Star-Tribune
reported on its Web site.

PLANT CITY, FL — A high
school teacher did not violate dis
trict policies or procedures last
month when she used a shovel to
euthanize two dying baby rab
bits, school district investigators
said. Jane Bender faced possible
disciplinary action for dismem
bering the sickly newborn rab
bits with a shovel in front of her
students.
The district ruled. Monday
th at it is accepted veterinary
practice.

NEW YORK - The Statue
of Liberty, closed immediately
after the September 11 attacks,
will reopen to the public this
summer, officials said Tuesday.
Pledges of $7 million in dona
tions, including one from Mayor
Michael Bloomberg, will finance
upgrades th at were necessary at
the national monument before
it could be reopened. Currently,
tourists can visit Liberty Island
but are not allowed inside the
151-foot statu e.

GARMISC-PARTENKIRCHEN,
GERMANY — A four-eared
German kitten has been given
a new home after a German
anim al shelter was deluged with
requests to adopt the anim al
bom six months ago with the
genetic defect. The shelter in the
foothills of the Alps in south
ern Germany received dozens of
calls after local media published
pictures of Lilly. Reuters, which
reported the kitten’s search for
a home yesterday also received
numerous offers from readers
around the world eager to adopt

her or make donations to the
shelter.

ing 23.75 baht (US $0.60) per
hour in her part-tim e job at
McDonalds. The elder Thaksin,
who became one of Thailand’s
richest men by investing in tele
communications, let the phalanx
of reporters trailing him know
th at even in the family of a bil
lionaire, the younger generation
must learn the value of money
and hard work.

Courtesy of Cnn.com

BANGKOK, THAILAND —
Daugther of Thailand’s Prime
M inister Thaksin Shinawatra
Paetongtam , 17, will be eam -

Call 973-655-5237
For More Information
Advertising Policy
The Montclarion will not
print advance for the political
viewpoints and opinions of
a specific group, or ads with
excessive nudity or with
excessive depictions of violence,
according to local standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the week of publication.

LASO: Carnival, 2-5 p.m., SC
Quad
Play: “The Lion King,” bus
leaves Red Hawk Diner at 6
p.m.

AD Rates

-Latin American Student
Organization received a
Class 1Charter.

NAPLES, ITALY — Thousands
ofItalians turned out on Tuesday
for the emotionally charged
funeral of a 14-year-old girl who

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the following
Monday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the
insertion date, after which a 15 per
cent finance charge is levied. After
sixty (60) days, accounts are referred
to an outside collection.

gunshot wound, but the mili
tary is not disclosing any details
of his death while it is under
investigation. Pfc. Bruce Miller
Jr. died Monday in Mosul, a
city in the Kurdish region of
northern Iraq about 220 miles
from Baghdad. Miller is the 18th
New Jersey soldier to die in Iraq
since the U.S. invasion began
a year ago this month. Miller
enlisted in the Army in January
2003 and was deployed to Iraq
in December. He was assigned
to the 2nd Infantry Battalion,
3rd Infantry Regiment, which is
part of the Stryker Brigade.

Courtesy of Cnn.com

was shot dead during a failed
mob ambush. Many mourners
were in tears as they packed a
parish church to pay tribute to
teenager Annalisa Durante who
was caught in crossfire during
the Saturday night shooting in
a poor neighborhood of Naples.
The assassins’ intended target,
20-year-old Mafia boss Salvatore
Giuliano, escaped unscathed
but was later arrested by police.
One of Annalisa’s relatives has
accused Giuliano of using her
as a shield as he fled his assail
ants, who were on a scooter.

w w w .them o ntclario n.org
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2004 - 2005 SGA Executive Board Contenders
Vice President

Secretary

HI

Alternate

Matt Wilder
Current SGA member
Sophomore

Ron Boteiho
Current SGA Vice President
Junior

Jacob V. Hmlnut
Current SGA President
Junior

Treasurer

Kristin Shemoff
Staff of The Montclarion

Amanda Gildersleeve
Current SGA member

Sophomore

Killian Delos Santos
Current SGA member

tion,” Santos said in his statement.
Current SGA President Jacob Hudnut
said in his statem ent th at his past three
years, especially as President this year, he is
in touch with the needs of the student body
and is ready and willing to work tirelessly,
like no other SGA has.
“Over the past year, I have worked hard,
as president, to return the SGA to the stu
dent body,” Hudnut said.
Hudnut’s work to keep student informed
include the first-ever SGA newsletter, all
student e-mails and frequent press releases
to The Montclarion.

Hudnut said th at he will have more time
to complete his goals in his second year as
President.
“I would not lose time during a transition
period. This meaning th at once I re-take
office on June 1st, I will be able to sta rt work
ing right away as I will know my duties and
know the adm inistrators th at I will be work
ing with over the summer,” Hudnut said.
Other ideas Hudnut would like to see
come to fruition would be launching an SGA
website th at allows students to exchange
course books online for cheaper than th at of
the bookstore, and a page where students can

post feedback about professors they’ve had.
Unopposed secretarial candidate Abby
Gildersleeve seemingly echoes the beliefs of
Hudnut in her statement.
“I would like to help work towards a strong
student government th at has a good relation
ship with the adm inistration of MSU so that
positive changes can happen,” Gildersleeve
said.
Gildersleeve is bothered when she sees
organizations sitting in the back of the room
waiting for a long time before getting to the
organization’s bill.
“I realize th at there is little th at can be

done sometimes [in regards to speeding up
the process], but if I can help by being ready
to read the bills out loud when they come up
and keeping accurate and detailed minutes,
then I will try to the best of my ability to do
so.
K ristin Shernoff is the candidate running
unopposed for Board of Trustees Alternate
and said in her statem ent th at she will rep
resent students to the best of her abilities.
Justiniano said th at the committee and
he are looking forward to a voter turn out
of 20 percent but said that really “is in the
hands of the student body.”

Take A Look At MSU
TICKETS

GRANT

CONTINUED FROM P . 1

CONTINUED FROM P 1

then deposited into the coastal waters by pre
cipitation or aerosol particles. The increase in
nitrogen in the water increases prim ary pro
duction causing, for instance, algal blooms.”
“This fellowship will allow Jennifer to
experience the real-world challenge while
still in school, giving her the opportunity to
integrate research with her education,” Gao
said.
“I am excited for the opportunity to con
duct this research, which will be useful in
understanding the cause of eutrophication in
estuaries and in developing the nutrient bud
gets to help manage these coastal resources,”
said Haag.
The project will begin in June and last
two years.
A rticle Courtesy o f Insight

Steve Miller I The Montclarion

Hayden Greene pals a game ofSimonSays with potential M SU students at last Sunday’s
Freshmen Welcome.

citations (decreasing citations by 2,276
in 2002) and $146,445 in fines (increas
ing fines by over $16,000) mainly for
parking without a permit.
Out of the 20 faculty and staff lots,
faculty and staff Lot 8 obtained the
highest amount of fines with a total of
$50,855.
Out of the 16 genera) parking lots,
general Lot 22 obtained a total $60,685
in fines.
Cooper strongly believes th at a rela
tively large amount of parking tickets
can be prevented.
“Read the rules and regulations and
follow them,” said Cooper.
“If you do that, you shouldn’t get one
ticket!”

Ifeatuaæ
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The FCC R e cip e fo r C o n tro ve rsy
New Standards Could Put a Lid on Freedom of Speech for Montclair State Radio Broadcasters
•An average person, applying con
tem porary
com m unity
standards,
m ust find that the m aterial, as a whole,
appeals to the prurient interest; and
•The m aterial m ust depict or describe,
in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct
specifically defined by applicable law; and
•The m aterial, taken as a whole,
m ust lack serious literary, a rtis
tic, political
or
scientific
value.

Steve Miller I The Montclarion

A culture that has encouraged the controversial opinion for so long teeters on the brink of extinction as the FCC enforces new standards.

Disha Harjani

its members plan on keeping it th at way.
Kevin Wame, a senior in the Broadcasting
department, takes upon the role of General
he heat th at was inspired by Janet Manager at 90.3WMSC. He also ful
Jackson’s ‘free show’ during the fills the role of Production Director and
Super Bowl 2004 H alf Time show Electronic Director at the radio station.
has officially escaped from the newspapers.
Television viewers and magazine readers
have ceased to hear about the fine for a
broadcast of the Howard Stem radio show. “Stern’s sexually explicit
Bono’s comment, This is really, really, f—in’
brilliant’ at the Golden Globe Awards cre show has been on air for
ated hype, only to finally be ok-ed by the
FCC. These events are finally celebrating about 25 years. The FCC
their grand finales. However, the crackdown ignored that decade and
on indecency has ju st been inaugurated.
Hold on to your seats, because the First a half to throw his show
Amendment is taking a sharp twist. The
Federal Communications Commission(FCC) off the air in six stations
has literally glued their ears to the walls of NOW?”
every television or radio station, including
W arne,
broadcasts on college campuses. Does that Kevin
G eneral M anger a t WMSC
affect the MSU Radio Station in any way?
By all means it does. But the long-time run
ning 90.3WMSC knows the rules of the game.
For the past 10 years, the MSU Radio
Station has kept a history void of any When asked if the Howard Stem incident
major FCC crackdowns. So far, no trou will effect college radio stations in the future,
ble has come knocking on their door...and Wame said, “It could. No one realizes this,
A ssistant Feature Editor

T

but the FCC used to decide who to repri
mand, on a case-by-case basis. But now, they
are planning on making a list of things that
radio stations cannot say while they are on
air. I think th at it could pose a big problem
because th at way, they will chastise DJ’s for
saying one particular word, without taking
the context into consideration.” To keep
themselves updated on the latest rules, regu
lations, and tactics in the media and infor
mation about relations between radio sta
tions and the FCC, members of 90.3WMSC
attend the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System conference th at is held every year.
The most recent one was the 64th Annual
IBS National Conference held at Hotel
Pennsylvania in New York City from March 12
to 14. “Itisdefinitelyveryhelpfulforourfuture
endeavors.” Said Anthony Mennuti, a junior
in the Industrial Design department, and the
Program Director and Business Manager for
90.3WMSC. “My favorite topic of discussion
was indecency and obscenity,” he added. In
the Feh/March 2004 Radio Newsletter, the
IBS discusses the difference between just
that. According to it, obscene speech is not
protected by the First Amendment and can
not be broadcast at any time. To be obscene,
m aterial m ust meet a three-prong test:

W ith the issues being discussed
on radio today, it is virtually impossible
for a radio station to keep a clean his
tory, void of any obstacles and complications.
In the mid-90s, approximately 10 years
ago, the FCC notified Helen Matusow Ayres,
Dean of Students, saying th at the MSU
radio was not broadcasting enough. Other
than that, the station has had incidences
where they have had to remove people from
the air. “Before one becomes a DJ at this
radio station, they undergo one semester of
training, but you always have some people
who are unwilling to cooperate,” explained
Mennuti. “We have learned to try and
solve a problem before it becomes worst.”
W henaskedwhattheythinkaboutthegrounds
and restrictions imposed by the FCC, especial
ly on the Howard Stem case, Wame said, “I
think it is ridiculous. Stem ’s sexually explicit
show has been on air for about 25 years. The
FCC ignored th at decade and a half to throw
his show off the air in six stations NOW?”
Both Wame and Mennuti explained their
views by giving an example. Kboo-fm is a
non-commercial station in Portland, OR, that
was fined $7,000 by the FCC for broadcast
ing the song, “Your Revolution” by Sarah
Jones, which the commission says contains
“unmistakable patently offensive sexual ref
erences.” Kboo-fm counters that its mission
is to provide a forum for “unpopular, contro
versial neglected perspective,” and th at “Your
Revolution” is “a feminist attack on attem pts
to equate political revolution with promiscu
ous sex” - the opening lyric is, “Your revolu
tion will not happen between these thighs”
- and thus is not indecent (www.airbubble.
com/your_revolution.html). The FCC reject
ed the argument at first, but on Feb. 20,2003,
it reversed its decision and rescinded the
$7,000 fine. The point is the FCC is trying
to attack people who are attem pting to shock
SEE “FC C ” ON P. 7

Award Winning Alum to Teach MSU Course
Cherilyn Sajorda
C hief Copy Editor

et your presidential election cam
paign engines running! Only this
time around, when the campaigns
begin to get hazy and you can’t keep track
of who lied about whom, and who looked
like he was telling the truth, and who’s
the greatest liar you’ll ever m eet...in
short, you’ll be able to make sense of it all.
In Fall of 2004 Montclair State University
alum Steve Adubato, Ph. D. will be offering a
course entitled, “Press, Politics and Pursuing
the Presidency: Putting the 2004 Presidential
Election in Perspective”. Its lengthy name is
reflective of the meaty, jam-packed course,
with everything from guest lecturers, media
analysis, and a breadth of new angles in

G

Dr. Steve Adubato, Ph. D, a four-time Emmy
award winning anchor enlightens students
about politics and the media.

understanding the upcoming presidential
election. And if you think this will be anoth
er course for you to ju st snooze through,
Adubato (don’t call him doctor, ‘Steve’ or
‘professor1will do just fine) plans otherwise.
“I’m going to get students to think about, not
ju st who’s winning, but why the campaign
is being shaped the way it is, [and] how a
campaign attem pts to manipulate the images
we see and the impressions we take away.”
Apart from periodic guest lectures at
MSU and being a faculty member at Rutgers
University, Adubato has led a colorful career
in the fields of broadcasting, journalism and
communications. A four-time Emmy award
winning anchor with PBS, Adubato appears
regularly on the Fox network as a media
analyst covering the 2004 election campaign,
hosts the show, One On One With Steve

Adubato on Comcast 8, writes a column for
the Star-Ledger, and has recently published
Speak From The Heart, a book about the
secrets to great communication, ju st to name
a few of his accomplishments.
The course will be open to students in the
departments of broadcasting, political sci
ence, communication studies and journalism.
In addition to being cross-listed, it will also be
available to take by both undergraduate and
graduate students.
You can expect more than the average
professor lecture-minimum discussion in this
course. Expect to see guest lecturers, friends
of Adubato from the biz - take for example
political w riter Jonathan Alter, one of the
lead writers for Newsweek and NBC news.
“He [Alter] will talk about what really goes
SEE “ADUBATO” ON P. 6
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Food fo r Thought
Reaching Out for the Best Nutrients Nature Gan Offer

True W o rth in ess

Motivation to Keep You From Selling Yourself Short

James Carpentier, C.S.C.S.

Rob G ilb ert, Ph.D.

S ta ff W riter

' Departm ent o f HPPERLS

hich supplements bum fat? Does
this sports supplement enhance
recovery and build muscle? Which
energy bar is tops? Pity the nutritionist;
sports coach, personal trainer, or a physi
cian who must answer such questions by
todays athletes/non-athletes. While athletes
of another era relied on daily milkshakes,
or several glasses of milk and peanut but
ter sandwiches to gain weight, for example,
such nourishing and inexpensive fare has
now been replaced by trendy, costly protein
and weight gain powders, controversial diet
and fat-reducing pills, portable and conve
nient “performance-enhancing” bars, and
horror of horrors, those dangerously illegal
performance-enhancing supplements con
taining anabolic (muscle-building) steroids.

W

B aseball’s S teroid S candal
Steroids in pro sports havè been front page
news lately, particularly in Major League
Baseball, where there has been specula
tion th at steroids are linked to the dra
matic increase in home runs in recent years.
-Allegedly, various pro baseball players have
used muscle-building steroids and other per
formance-enhancing substances to bulk up
- resulting in greater home run production.
Now pro baseball’s hierarchy is desperately
trying to right the sport’s flawed image by
cooperating with the Government’s recom
mendations to suspend and even ban athletes
using steroids or other performance-enhanc
ing substances - be it any supplements or
drugs th at contain the anabolic properties
of a steroid derivative. Even worse, th at “all
natural” supplement the unknowing athlete
or non-athlete takes may contain hidden
illegal steroid derivatives th at the manu
facturer deceptively won’t reveal, thereby
jeopardizing the unaware consumer’s future
health, career, and freedom. Athletes who
tested positive for hidden banned substances
(steroid derivatives) in performance-enhanc
ing products in recent years have not only
jeopardized their health and ruined their
careers but cost them lucrative commercial
endorsements, and worse, permanently tar-

“The dietary supplement
industry took a hit in
December of last year
when the Food and Drug
Administration banned
supplemetns with ephedra
(a herbal product that had
been promoted for losing
weight...)”
nished their image as role models for youths
and adult fans. Steroid users also face these
health issues: Liver, kidney and heart dis
ease, high blood pressure, and increased cho
lesterol levels, according to The Star-Ledger
(March 15, 2004). The Food vs. Supplement
Battle
There’s a battle brewing and it’s not on
the gridiron or basketball court. There are
those who favor real, wholesome foods and
beverages - preferring that vitamins, miner
als and protein come from food sources rather
than from vitamin/mineral pills and protein
bars. They’re facing the profitable dietary
and sport supplement industry comprising
the various protein bars, powders, energy

determines your value, but what’s happen
ing inside you.

“Nobody can make you feel inferior without
O f all the judgments we pass in life, none is your consent.”
more important than the judgm ent we pass
E leanor R oosevelt
on ourselves.
N athaniel B randen
Right now you might be thinking, “But I
make mistakes — lots of them.” Mistakes
uppose I take a $100 bill out of my don’t diminish your value. It’s all right to
wallet, hold it up and ask you, “How mess up —ju st don’t give up. When you give
much is
up, it’s like
this bill worth?”
losing your
I’m sure you’d
$100 bill.
say, “Hundred
0
r
d o l l a r s . ”
you might
W hat if I
be think
crumple the bill
ing, “But I
up into a little
have some
ball and ask you,
usrarecurrency.com
defects; Fm
“How much is this You should believe that your true value is more than just notperfect.”
bill worth now?” skin deep.
Imagine if
You’d
say,
“H undred
dollars.” you had a $100 bill that had some imper
Then if I drop the crumpled up bill fections. When it was printed it was dou
onto the dirty floor, crush it into ble stamped. The bill was clearly defec
the floor with my shoe and asked you, tive. That $100 bill would be worth mil
“How much is this bill worth now?” lions! It would be one of the most valu
You’d still say, “Hundred dollars.” able $100 bills in our country’s history.
Notice th at it doesn’t m atter what
Your m istakes, your problems and
I do to the $100 bill — it’s still worth your deficiencies can become your great
$100. My actions don’t diminish its value. est gifts. Your breakdowns can lead to
It’s the same w ith you . . . your breakthroughs. Your problems can
When you get crumpled up and stepped develop your possibilities. Your weak
on — in other words, when you get rejected nesses can become your strengths.
or defeated or judged harshly — it does not
Don’t diminish your self-worth no m atter
diminish your value eith er... unless you let what, because you’re incredibly valuable.
it.
The tru th of the m atter is this: It’s not “I f you don’t place a value on yourself, don’t
what’s happening around you or to you that expect others to raise the price.”

S

westmlchigan.coin

There is an ongoing battle between artificial
supplements and natural nutrients.

and sports bars, and the many purported
“muscle-building” and “performance-enhanc
ing” products. Real food advocates tout
how certain foods can prevent disease (i.e.
fruits, vegetables, and nuts are packed with
vitamins and minerals and disease-fighting
substances, while calcium-rich dairy products
can deter osteoporosis). Meanwhile, m arket
ers of the latest “all natural” performance
enhancing sports bar, bodybuilding beverage
or powder (pretends to be “all natural” yet
contains steroid derivatives), or a phony fatreducing pill - continue attracting males and
females of all ages, including athletes and
non-athletes with their colorfiil magazine
advertisements or television infomercials.
The dietary supplement industry took
a hit in December of last year when the
Food and Drug Administration banned sup
plements with ephedra (a herbal product
th at had been promoted for losing weight
or boosting athletic performance and was
attributed to 155 deaths including some
professional athletes). Then, a month later,
before the supplement industry knew what
had hit them, President Bush attacked per
formance-enhancing substances proliferat
ing professional sports. In his State of the
Union speech Jan. 20, 2004, the President
said, “To help children make right choices,
they need good examples. Athletics play
such an important role in our society, but,
unfortunately, some in professional sports are
not setting much of an example. The use of
performance-enhancing drugs like steroids in
baseball, football, and other sports is danger
ous, and it sends the wrong message - that
there are shortcuts to accomplishments, and
th at performance is more important than
character. So tonight I call on team owners,
union representatives, coaches, and players
to take the lead, to send the right signal, to
get tough, and to get rid of steroids now.”
Two pro sports organizations apparently
have already heeded the President’s message.
Nearly a week after President Bush’s speech,
the National Basketball Association issued
a memo to its players announcing th at the
designer steroid THG will be officially clas
sified as a banned substance starting next
season, according to a report by ESPN.com,
Jan. 31, 2004. NBA spokesman Tim Frank
told ESPN th at “The NBA and the NBA
Players Association have agreed to add THG
SEE “FOOD” ON P. 7

Enhance Your
Skills with a
Masters in English
from Seton Hall
Seton Hall University offers a H ub and Spoke
Program for th e M aster o f Arts in English. After
com pleting a 12-credit “H ub” o f required courses,
you can choose th e 18-credit “Spoke” th a t m ost
appeals to your career objectives:
LITERATURE SPOKE

WRITING SPOKE

For Careers in
Secondary Education
and Ph.D. Preparation

For Careers in
Secondary Education,
Writing and Publishing

Studies in Criticism

Approaches to Teaching
Literature

Linguistic History
of English
Literature electives
and seminars
Master’s Thesis

Composition Theory
& Practice
Art & Craft of Writing
Literature electives
and seminars

For m ore inform ation,
contact Dr. Angela Weisl, G raduate Adviser,
at weislang@ shu.edu o r visit the
Web at artsci.shu.edu/english
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ADUBATO
CONTINUED FROM R 4

on in campaigns, and what happens when want in a president? Do we want someone
you ask a question the candidate doesn’t like, who’s ju st like us, someone we can relate to...
and how you get denied access very often.”
or someone a lot sm arter than us, someone a
You can expect Adubato to utilize every lot more talented than us?” The debate and
form of media communication - from televi the questions can certainly go on and on.
sion media clips, debate clips
But don’t ask Adubato
to newspaper headlines to
about his passion for the
internet sources - to teach
political process - according
his point and get students
to him, he’s not passionate
thinking. One of the things
about it at all. Instead, he
Adubato wants students to
insists he’s more “curious
learn about and understand
about the inter-play between
is the media’s powerftd use
the media, the political pro
of image with a presidential
cess, and the voters... It’s
Be
campaign. He refers back to
a topic th at will never get
Y ourselp
the famous Kennedy-Nixon
old because the media is
and Get
debates, which arguably set
constantly changing; we’re
R esults
the tone for image influence
changing as a country, and the
St ev e
by the media. “Forty-four
political
process is adapting.”
A d u b a t o , jW
t?OT b lC S K O id V «
years ago when the cam •
Adubato continues, “I find
era was on Kennedy and
that being a media practi
Nixon, w hat they said Adubato's most recent book
tioner, a writer, someone
became less im portant dealing with communication.
who’s a researcher on it and
than how they appeared...
ultim ately someone who
And we can debate whether th at’s good teaches in the field, is a much better way
or bad, but the fact is...I want students to come at it then, ‘I’m a candidate for office
to be able to make sm arter decisions.” and my sole focus is how can I raise enough
That’s not to say, however, th at we should money to put these campaign ads on the
strive to disregard image all together. air so I can influence you and get elected.”1
Adubato’s philosophy says that, “what you
You can expect to learn some interest
say really m atters, but the fact is how you say ing things from Adubato next year, my
it, whether you have a smile on your face or short chat with him certainly told me
you look a certain way, and you’re talking to that. Above all, Adubato makes the follow
someone and you feel like they are someone ing promise: “The course will be thought
you can sit and have a cup of coffee with... provoking, challenging, highly interactive
th at m atters.” The challenge or the balanc - and you can expect to have some fun.”
ing act here, Adubato says, is to put image
Adubato will be visiting class
into perspective. “Why don’t we go and elect es at MSU next week on Thursday
a buddy we can hang and have beer with? April 8 to speak about his upcoming
It’d be nice, but the question is, what do we course and talk directly with students.

Speak
from the

Heart
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Headgear fo r the
D iscerning Trucker
From the Freeway to the Fashion Runway
Kristen Carlson
S ta ff W riter

ho would have known th at a
truck driver’s hobby would turn
into such a fashion phenomenon?
The origins of the trucker hat remain
undocumented, but we do know th at the
trend got its name from truck drivers (oh,
really?) who would collect these mesh-backed
caps at various stops along their routes.
After this, the next time these hats would
be seen would be on little league baseball
teams, since the hat is so perfect for outdoor
sporting events. (The mesh back allows the
head adequate ventilation on those swel-

W

ibly awesome. Mbst of us don’t really go for
the authenticated look, however. The actual
trucker hat, I’m sure, does not cost as much
as the ones we buy. Old Navy, Hot Topic, and
American Eagle are only a few of the stores
that still carry the trend, even though it
should be on its way out by now. With spring
on the rise, the trucker hat might last a bit
longer than it should.
For those who haven’t done their research,
the hat actually entered pop culture through
San Francisco indie rock bands. Many people
argue about the first celebrity to set the
trucker hat as a trend. Some say it was
Ashton Kutcher, of MTV’s F u n k 'd , while
others believe that it was actually Pharrell
Williams of the Neptunes who would have

f?

oard)
azhiazlam.com

You don't have to be a trucker to sport one of these hats, infact the average stud could put
it to better use than any truck driver possibly could.
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tering summer days spent in the outfield.)
Not many people who actually wear the
hat on campus are aware of the practi-

started it. Theoretically, Justin Timberlake
would have copied Williams in his style and
passed the trend on to his Punk’d buddy,
Ashton. And so on, and so on.
According to various fashion magazines
and celebrity stylists today (even the New
“Wear what makes
York Times), the trucker hat has been on its
way
out since January. It always takes awhile
you feel good about
for the trend to die out completely,
yourself. Spring is here.
“I think they’re cute and sexy,”
says senior Rolando Paredes, an RA for
Time to get rid of the ashy Freeman Hall. “They show a little attitude.”
“They’re everywhere!” exclaimed fresh
legs and unkempt toes
man Vicky Gutierrez, a hostess at Applebees.
“I see them all the time. Always with
you’ve been hiding away
the straight, flat-iron hair.” Purely from
all winter long and bare
observational learning I can deduce that
the
stick straight, completely kink-less
some skin....”
hair is the favorite to wear with the truck
er hat. That is, of course, if you’re a girl.
Some feel th at its expiration date is way
past due. “An overdone fad,” quotes fresh
cality of it. An example of not-practical: man Anthony Rubbo, though he said he
the back of the trucker hat would not be would still buy one if he wanted to.
the ideal coverage for rainy weather. Of
And why not? If you like it, wear it
course, we wear the hat, not because it all you want. Our proximity to New York
circulates air on our heads, but because it City, the cultural fashion capital of America,
makes one look stylish - for now at least. gives us more of a reason to be properly
Apparently, looking as though you almost- informed about the fashion trends th at flow
kinda-sorta grew up on a farm is incredSEE “TRUCKERS’’ ON P. 8
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G ettin g Him to M ake a Com m itm ent
One Small Step for Woman in a Relationship May Often Seem Like a Leap Across the Universe for a Man
Dear G.M.,
Recently, I’ve become a pushover because
I like a guy too much. I’ve been seeing a
boy in my building for about three months.
Originally I said I didn’t want a boyfriend,
but now I’ve developed very strong feelings
for him. Now, the problem is when I drop
hints about being exclusive, he’ll ju st say
he’s really happy with the way our situation
is now. I’m confused because he spends a
lot of nights at my apartm ent and is really
sweet. Should I walk away before I get really
hurt or should I push for a relationship so I
can ju st stop being a pushover either way?
~JA ~

This is one of the biggest problems peo
ple face in college. We never know if the
dating relationships we are conducting are
going to go anywhere. In an age when
casual dating is en vogue, it’s a bit dif
ficult to convince the opposite sex th at a
committed relationship is the way to go.
Guys (and to be fair, some girls) love to
have their cake and eat it too. If this boy
is used to being able to come hang out with
you and then spend the night, he’s prob
ably thinking th at he has a pretty good
thing going. He gets the perks of having a

girlfriend, while he’s living the lifestyle of a
carefree bachelor. He is at liberty to spend
time with other girls because he doesn’t have
the pressure of living up to the standards of
titles and commitment. Who can blame him?
If you’re not laying on the heat, then he has
no reason to push the relationship card.
Give this guy a solid push. It’s time to
up the anti. Since the subtle hints aren’t
working, give him an ultimatum. Tell
him th at
y o u ’v e
been

Jjw e ,

togeth
er long
enough to know
what you want. If he feels
the same way and ju st hasn’t
been secure enough to bring it up him
self, this will give him the perfect oppor
tunity to show you th at he cares. If he says
th at he would rather ju st remain “friends”,
then tell him it’s been fun but the sleepovers
have to end. Prolonging it will only hurt
you more, and since you aren’t fond of being
a pushover, this is an easy solution to step
out of that role. Show him th at you have
a voice a too, and let him know th at you
have firm opinions about this relationship.

FCC
CONTINUED FROM R 4

people in an indecent manner, ones who are
being disrespectful. But in the process, they
are also shutting down those musicians and
artists who want to deliver a political voice.

and Mennuti, this could be a big problem.
For now, 90.3WMSC seems to be on the
path to success. However, if its music does
not interest you, its history certainly will.
In the 60s, this radio station was known as
WVMS’. It was not until the 70s th at it got
its current title ‘90.3WMSC’. Wait! That’s
not the end of it. In 1984, the FCC changed
“The station mostly
the title to 101.5. Finally, in 1994-95, our
radio station modified the name back to
pushes undergound
90.3WMSC. The current faculty advisor
music that is not avail
is David Sanders, a full-time professor in
the Broadcasting department. The station
able in stores or heard
mostly pushes underground music that is
not available in stores or heard normally on
normally on nationally
nationally acclaimed radio stations one might
acclaimed radio stations.” listen to. Since 2000, membership at WMSC
has tripled. This semester is the first semes
ter th at the station has played 24/7 broadcast
sessions. “We are ready to make things big
ger around here,” said Wame.
“Hopefully, in a couple of months, The
Montclarion will be returning to write smoth
Unfortunately, they cannot get their message er article about our advancements.”
across. For aspiringradio artists suchasWame

Dear G.M.,
I feel awkward asking this, but I think
that I’m experiencing some problems with my
birth control pill. Is it possible th at it could
be affecting my feminine health? What kinds
of problems are normally associated
with using an oral contraceptive?
r t
-M .C.First of all, this shouldn’t
cause
you
em bar
rassm ent
at
all.
Any kind of
medication can have
adverse affects on the
body, and you most cer
tainly have every right
to ask questions about it.
There are a few issues
th at are very popular
problems when dealing
w ith birth control pills.
A lot of women have a hard
time finding a pill that is right for them. It’s
OK to have to try more than one. Everyone’s
body is different, and if you don’t respond
to the first pill in a positive way, don’t give
up. There are dozens of varieties avail
able today, and you and your gynecologist
can figure out which pill is right for you.

Perhaps the new ultra low estrogen for
mula is right for your body or perhaps
you need more than the average woman.
Many girls worry th at they will gain
the infamous 10 pounds by going on the
pill. This is not true for everyone. Where
some women will gain weight, others won’t.
You won’t be able to tell by anyone’s expe
rience but your own, so don’t tru st your
friend’s experience to dictate yours. In fact,
many people who do gain the initial 10
pounds end up losing it when their body
adjusts to the pill after a couple of months.
Another irksome problem associated with
oral contraceptives is yeast infections. Even
if you’ve never had one before, you are more
at risk once you start taking the pill to have
one or more vaginal yeast infections a year.
If this concerns you, sta rt eat
ing a cup of yogurt with active cul
tu res
everyday
to
combat
it.
Many women also experience vaginal
dryness during intercourse due to the pill.
If this occurs, use a water-based lubricant
like KY-Jelly to solve the problem. The
lubricant also serves as a protectant from
breaking condoms, since extreme friction
from dryness can cause a condom to break.
Overall the pros of birth control pills out
weigh the cons.

FOOD
CONTINUED FROM R 5

and gestrinone to the banned-substances list
under the league’s anti-drug policy beginning
with the 2004-2005 season.” And, Major
League Baseball also banned THG on March
17,2004
E fforts N eeded To C u rtail Ergogenic
S ubstances W orldw ide
Anabolic steroids, and the recently-banned
ephedra - are known as “ergogenic” sub
stances. According to Jordan D. Metzl, M.D.,
author of The Young Athlete (2002, Little,
Brown and Company) and director of The
Sports Medicine Institute for Young Athletes
in New York City, an ergogenic substance
or aid “means d drug taken to chemically
improve performance (as opposed to improve
ment resulting from effort such as exercise
or practice)...Ergogenic aids build muscle,

“ Typically, the only
disease a vitamin or
mineral will cure is one
caused by a deficiency of
that vitamin or mineral. It
is preferable to consume
these nutrients as food.”
increase endurance, or change weight without
the athlete’s doing the work himself through
training.” Health and fitness professionals
and athletic trainers and sports coaches,
must emphasize real food as the primary
choice for sports nutrition and general nutri
tion over questionable and risky supplements
and “take the lead, send the right signal, and
get tough,” as President Bush mentioned,
regarding performance-enhancing drugs/
supplements. Parents may also be clueless
about supplements and nutrition and need
to be updated as their sons or daughters
substitute supplements or vending machine
soda, candy and chips for nutritious foods and
beverages. So, health and fitness profession

als and sports coaches really can help the
athlete/non-athlete and parent by stressing
the notion “buyer beware” when it comes to
both non-nutritious vending machine items
and ergogenic substances. Before each sea
son, it would be worthwhile for coaches and
the sports medical staff to address teams
not only about the importance of nutrition,
adequate sleep and exercise to enhance opti
mal performance, but also warn about the
health risks associated with various dietary
and performance-enhancing substances, as
well as the harmful effects of alcohol and
tobacco on the body. And with regard to
the alarming use of ergogenic substances
by youths (including middle school, high
school students and student-athletes), col
lege athletes/non-athletes, and recreational,
semi-pro and professional athletes, a New
York Times article in November 2003 stated,
“Some doctors estimate 500,000 to one mil
lion high school students, or more, use ste
roids.” An article in Rolling Stone magazine
(Feb. 14,2002) mentioned “Sales of creatine
(a nutritional supplement used by athletes
to- build strength and muscle and enhance
athletic performance, according to Dr. Metzl)
tripled from 1998 to 2001 and th at there
are now 18 million users worldwide.” It
is indeed time to heed President Bush’s
message to halt rampant and risky perfor
mance-enhancing substances and return
to the basics utilizing wholesome foods and
beverages for sports and general nutrition.
(Note that not all supplements merit
the negative tag. Taking a daily multivi
tamin or multi-mineral tablet or calcium
tablet certainly has benefits, as insurance
for people who do not get enough vitamins
or minerals such as calcium from their
diet. According to Susan M. Kleiner, Ph.D.,
R.D., author of Power Eating (1998, Human
Kinetics Publishers, Inc.): “Typically, the
only disease a vitamin or mineral will cure
is one caused by a deficiency of that vitamin
or mineral. It is preferable to consume these
nutrients as food. But when you don’t eat
enough in your diet, supplementation with
a daily multiple vitamin and mineral pill
may be a very important way to get what
you need”)
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TRUCKERS
CONTINUED FROM P 6

into onr campus. You can practically see the
glare of the sunlight off the Kenneth Cole
watches and Wayfarer sunglasses from the
windows of Bohn Hall. We’re THAT close.
Everyone gets a kick out of play
ing around with style in their own way.

I happen to like deciding what to wear
to class when I get up in the morning.
It’s the second thing I think about when I
open my eyes, after I ask myself whether
or not I truly need to go to class th at day.
Wear what makes you feel good about

yourself. Spring is here. Time to get rid of
the ashy legs and unkempt toes you’ve been
hiding away all winter long and bare some
skin!
Not JUST because it’s sexy, but because it
makes YOU comfortable.

Keep in mind, however, that you will be
seen in public. Want to be noticed? At least
try to make an effort. Experiment, but be
kind to your fellow students. They are, after
all, the ones who have to look at you.
(Just kidding)

band: $ (undisclosed amount)
soy cappuccinos: $250

make-up & wardrobe: $7000

camera crew: $ 1200 a day

you are here: priceless

hoobostonk
T h £

Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hoobastank.
there are some things money can’t buy. for everything else there’s MasterCard.*
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E te rn a l Su n sh in e o f the
S p o tle ss M ind
3tm Carrey Kirsten D u rat
and Kate W tm lrt
iced fey Focus Features

Kadijah Basir
A ssistant A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

itty, clever and unique are the words
best used to describe this new adap
tation of a film. Don’t expect to see
the typical funny man flick done by Carrey,
but witness th at Jim Carrey has proven his
acting ability is a great stretch of diversity.
The mind-boggling film creates new waves
thought while watching a movie. The movie
instantly captivates the mind at first glance,
creating a wave of emotion to attract the
audience and make them want to see it more

W

than once.
W ithout
giving too
much away
Jim Carrey
plays the
charac
te r
Joel
B arish, a
simple,
self-con
scious man
who is engaged
in a rocky, awk
ward, quaky, twoyear relationship
with Clementine
Kruczynski
( K a t i e
W inslet).
Wi n s l e t
plays an
extrem ist
alongside
a unique
sense of
style w
an
everchanging hair color.
The couple falls out of love with each
other and attem pts to start over again
by having an electrical procedure
done to erase their memories. When,
Clementine has the procedure done
first, Joel decides he cannot bare the
thought of being in love with someone who
had no memory of him, and so he too is
lured to have the same procedure performed
on him.
At this point, the film develops its mind
twisting approach to captivating its audience.
Most of the film goes inside the head of
Joel and the memory erasing procedure
that is taking place in his head, while at
the same time having reality amidst his
unconscious surroundings. The erasing

•
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TOcedure is
made pos
sible by Dr.
Howard
Mierszwak
( T o m
Wilkinson)
who devised this
method by finding
the memories stored
in the brain and sim
ply zapping them away
from existence. His team
of workers is played by
Kristen Dustin, Elijah
Wood, and Mark
Ruffalo.
They come
off more as
d ru n k en
college co
eds rather
than pro
fessionals in their
real scientific position.
As they come together, the personalities
of each worker starts to unfold under the
unconscious eye of Joel. Wood’s character
Patrick takes a liking-to Clementine during
her memory erasing process and manipu- *
lates her fragile and confused thoughts to
pretend to be Joel in their previous relation
ship.
The secretary (Mary) appears as a young
and impressionable girl fascinated with a
schoolgirl crush by the likes ofDr.Mierszwak.
All this becomes apparent during Joel’s
memory erasing process. At the same time
in his deep sleep he finds himself unveiling
the core of the relationship as each moment
is forever banished. He then releases that
he wants to hold on to what passion and love

ley once deeply felt for each other and
tires to derive loopholes to try and escape
the destruction of every memory they shared
together.
In the grand scheme of things, the love
story line in this film pieces together a thriv
ing element of beauty to create the timeless
emotion of love and develops a matchless
movie that helps make sense of it all. From
the start, it was apparent that they some
how found each other again, in Montauk,
Long Island where they first met. Their
quirky meeting later made sense to see how
they were m eant for each other. Through all
the scandal and fighting, it took losing their
memory and love for each other to come to
a realization th at they were soul mates des
tined to be together no m atter what the cir
cumstances were. Even though this film had
many winding roads to understand their love,
it was contrived with a unique style th at cap
tivated viewers.

Jersey Girl is Smith’s Comedic Masterpiece
Kevin Smith Proves Drama Isn’t Too Far Out of his League With New Movie

Jenn Beck
S ta ff W riter

an a writer/director who created such
hilarious comedies like Clerks and
Mallrats make a credible drama? Can
a Kevin Smith movie fly without Jay and his
hetero life-mate Silent Bob? Yes and Yes.
Smith’s newest film, Jersey Girl is not
only packed with sentim entality and heart
warming characters, but it is also laced with
tear-jerking moments th at make the audi
ence scream for more when the end credits
start to roll.
The movie begins as a love story between

C

two New York workaholics and then takes a
dramatic turn into a father/daughter, father/
son relationship struggle.
Oliver Trinkie (Ben Affleck) has to survive
losing his wife (Jennifer Lopez) during child
birth, raising his young daughter, losing his
high profile job, and moving back in with his
father (George Carlin) in Jersey.
And that’s only in the first half hour.
Much credit must be given to Affleck for
finally stretching his acting muscles and giv
ing an award worthy performance.
Affleck gave Oliver the life th at Smith
wrote on the page and did it spectacularly,
making the audience fall in love with his, at
times, extremely self-centered, but always
sincere character.
Along with Affleck, comedian George
Carlin proved he can do so much more than
ju st tell jokes.

“Lopez, on the other hand, just butchered the dialogue
and looked so uncomfortable every time she was on
screen that you almost didn’t feel sorry for her when
she died.”

Although he never shed a tear in the
movie, Carlin showed so much emotion
through his facial expressions; especially in
one of the final scenes where he tells his son
th at he likes and wants him living with him.
Affleck and Carlin’s performances mixed
with Smith’s magic writing and direction
make the movie alone, but the supporting

roles pushes the movie into excellent stan
dards.
Jason Biggs shows up as Oliver’s old assis
tant, bringing his tradem ark awkwardness
thanks to his American Pie fame.
Raquel Castro, who plays Oliver’s daugh
ter (the title Jersey Girl), is so adorable and
SEE “JERSEY GIRL!’ ON P. 11
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Sexy Soul
Musician

P rin ce
R eig n s
Hall O f
Fam e

GET INTO IT. QUICKLY.^
S p e cia l financing and $500 rebate availab le for co lleg e grads**

R OF THE WEEK : USHER

Rick Shefchik
Courtesy o f KRT Campus
Courtesy of eurweb.com

Kadijah Basir
A ssistant A rts and
Entertainm ent Editor

t’s so hard to accomplish a
dream at a young age, but
there is a number of young
over achievers th at are bom
with greatness in their bones.
This week, I’m highlighting
none other than the ultim ate
Raymond Usher.
His single “Yeah” featuring
LiT Jon and Ludicrous is so hot
th at in the next 10 years when
you hear this song again, you
won’t help but say I remember
when th at song was fochizzle.
Everyone has got to give it
up th at he is doing his “thang
thang” even those thugs around
the block who swore they would
never listen to th at R&B singer,
can’t but bop their heads to the
beat and sing a loud, “Yeah!”
Usher, in his 10th year as
an artist, has ju st released his
fourth LB, acted in movies, soap
operas, and even dated Chilli,
from TLC.
The man is only 25 and has
already accomplished a lifetime
of work.
Last week his latest LB
Confessions came out on top of
the charts. And his single has
been leading the nation a t No.
1 for quite sometime. The man
even manages to take his video
to No. 1 on 106 and Park as
well as TRL.
He is basically all over your
face, and looks really good
doing it.
I can’t believe it’s really
been a decade since his first
single, “All the Time.”
Do you remember the music
video and how all the dancers
were dressed in gold with their
baggy pants and Usher wore
those huge goggles on his head
dancing up a storm in a fac
tory?
That song was great from
the start, but it was only a
warm up to w hat he would
eventually become.
This young bachelor has tal
ent sculpted into his veins with
a presence th at is undeniably
there.
This new LB Confessions is
sure to go down in the record
books for this year.
If you are hating, then ju st
stop sipping on the haterade,
and turn off the radio and TV,
and close those magazines,
because he is everywhere.
That is why he definitely
deserves this week’s title of
ENTERTAINER OF THE
WEEK

I

ost artists inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame feel happy
to be remembered so many years
after their last burst of musical vitality. But
Prince’s induction may be ju st the opposite.
Those who’ve followed the career of
Minnesota’s most flamboyant rock star see
Monday night’s induction ceremony not as a
culmination, but as a new beginning.
“I feel like the stars might align right,
now for a Second Coming of Prince,” says
Kevin Cole, who was a disc jockey at the
Minneapolis rock dub First Avenue at the
time of the First Coming of Prince.
Cole, who is now senior music editor at
Amazon.com, and has a weekly radio show
on KEXP-FM in Seattle, recalls how intro
verted Prince was before the enormous suc
cess of Purple Rain in 1984.
Prince would ask Cole and disc jockey
Roy Freedom to play his new records without
identifying the artist, hoping to gauge the
song’s quality by the reaction of the dancing
crowd.
“My experiences with him at First Avenue
prior to him busting out big-time is he was
shy and quiet, but he wasn’t aloofj” Cole
recalls. “He ju st expressed him self through
his music.”
But now Cole sees a new, more relaxed
and confident Prince.
He rites Prince’s electrifying opening to

M

“ Prince would ask
Cole and disc jockey
Roy Freedom to play
his new records without
identifying the artist,
hoping to gauge the song’s
quality by the reaction of
the dancing crowd. ”

the recent Grammy Awards.
Wearing a purple suit and playing one of
his stylish white guitars, Prince performed
a couple of his old hits “Purple Rain” and
“Baby I’m a Star” with current pop diva •
Beyonce a t the February awards show.
A more recent performance and interview
on Ellen, the syndicated talk show hosted by
Ellen DeGeneres, was even more impressive,
Cole says.
“The Grammys was s tunning, but Ellen is
a stripped-down show, not a huge production
like the Grammys,” Cole says. “He came out
and ju st blew everybody away.
I don’t know if I’ve seen or heard anything
th at sounded as good as th at on TV in ages.
“He seemed so gracious, generous and
warm. They had a really funny interchange.
It was cool to see Prince. He’s so reclusive,
you don’t get to see inside him th at often. I
think he’s setting the table for us.”
While Prince’s admirers are unanim ous
SEE “PRINCE’ ON P. l i
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PRINCE
CONTINUED FROM R 1 0

M ovie R e le a se s
in their belief th at he still has tremendous
wellsprings of talent, opinions are divided
over whether or how Prince can reach the
commercial heights he once scaled.
Alan Leeds, who managed Prince for 10
years during the peak of his fame, found the
Grammy performance to be “effective” but
unsatisfying.
Prince, Leeds says, has a choice to make:
He can tour arenas playing his old hits and
new dance m aterial, or settle for a smaller
core audience but continue to create new
music with no regard for commercial trends.
“Musically, because he’s so easily bored
with the old songs, he tends to labor finding

new ways to do them,” Leeds says.
“That’s admirable, but what I’ve found
is in recent years some of the performances
have become forced and contrived.
That’s maybe what affected me about the
Grammy performance.
He did two classic songs, but they weren’t
really moving. The band he has is high cali
ber, great _ but at the end of the day, was it
moving? I don’t think so. It was almost a
Vegas-y level.”
But Prince partisans remain confident
th at Prince has not lost the ability to chal
lenge them with his music.
With each new record, that’s exactly what

Courtesy off r2-d2.cz

they expect.
David Rivkin, who engineered Purple
Rain and now works in Nashville developing
new artists, says he thinks Prince has a great
chance to reconnect with a large audience
particularly if he emphasizes the rock ele
ments in his music.
“The reason he crossed over in the first
place is because of rock artists like Jim i
Hendrix and Sly Stone,” Rivkin says. “He
was a black guy brought up on white music.
Purple Rain is a white rock record.
In fact, black people were offended by him

Hellboy
Dir: Guillermo Del Toro,
Starring Ron Perlman, Doug Jones

in th e beginning

He’s a rock 'n ’ roll artist. When he returns
to th at form, that’s his best form. That’s what
I’ve always thought.
When he tries to stray into what’s timely
and current, that’s not him. He’s a rock star.”
The public desperately wants rock stars,
says Rivkin, who calls Prince’s Grammy
appearance “spectacular.”
“We had a big party here th at night.,”
Rivkin says. “People were saying to me, 'It’s
good to see somebody look like a rock star
again.’
Everybody (in contemporary pop music)
looks like they’re robbing you or going
through your garbage. He looked like an icon
that’s a star. I love that. Plus, he’s one of the
best musicians in the world, and a lot of guys
don’t even know how to play. This guy can
play he’s the real talent.”
Some see Speakerboxxx/The Love Below
as a sign of Prince’s current potential.
The recent breakout hit album by Atlanta
hip-hop group OutKast proves th at the public
retains a powerful craving for Prince’s brand
of rock crossed with funk and soul, they say.
“When you listen to OutKast, it’s like a
tribute to Prince,” Cole says.
“Not to take away from the album itself
it’s so creative, fun and genre-bending, but
that’s exactly what Prince is about.
It’s hard to listen to it and not think about
Prince.”
The music world probably identifies Prince
more with the pop-funk style of OutKast than
the many ballads he’s written, but Leeds
believes Prince’s greatest area of opportunity
is with ballads.
“Is he capable on any given day of writing
a hit song?”
Leeds asks rhetorically. “Absolutely espe
cially boutique songs or ballads.
I think they’re a lot more timeless than
the funk jam s.... If he were to concentrate on
that, he could write a hit today. That’s how
gifted he is.”

Walking Tall
Dir. Kevin Bray
Starring The Rock,
Johnny Knoxville

Metal

In Flam es' Soundtrack To Your
■ Escape
Im

rm m m m m m m hm ri

Blondie's The Curse of Blondie

C o n certs & T h e a te r

Thursday 1
Stitch—Acme Underground
Headbanger's Bail Tour— Roseland
Ballroom

Prince was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hah of Fame in Ohio because of his earlier work.

Friday 2

JERSEY GIRL
CONTINUED FROM R 9

talented th at she won the audience over in it. There were several one-liners and hilari end and a cast wide rendition of a scene from
ous situations, a cameo by Will Smith a t the Sweeney Todd at a grade school talent show.
her very first scene.
Of course there were cameos
The comedy played the
by Smith regulars Jason Lee
im portant role of bringing
and M att Damon who brought
the movie’s tempo up just
their usual comedy with them.
as the drama had brought
The only weaknesses of the
it way down.
movie are the female perfor
Jersey Girl has some
mances ofLiv Tyler and Jennifer
thing for everyone: tearLopez. Tyler wasn’t spectacular,
jerking drama, funny situ
as she brought little life to the
ations, famous face cameos,
character.
the eye candy ofBen Affleck,
Lopez, on th e other
fam iliar Jersey exterior
hand,butchered the dialogue
shots, and an awesome flow
and looked so uncomfortable
between them all.
every time she was on screen
But, the bottom line
th at you almost didn’t feel sorry
is: Kevin Smith is an allfor her when she died.
around talent th at no one
Courtesy of Jeirseygirlmovie.com
As much as Jersey Girl was
should
ever lim it or stereo
Oliver (Ben Affleck) and Gertie (Rachel Castro) share a light-hearted
filled with drama, Smith did moment.
type.
bring his signature comedy to

Train— Bowery Ballroom
The Crystal Method—W ebster Hall

Saturday 3
Bleeding Through-Knitting Factory
I I S : Dope— Starland Ballroom
Pacific UV-Sine-e
Liz Phair-Roseland Ballroom

Sunday 4
The Distillers—-Bowery Ballroom
The Sleepy Jackson— Bar 13
The Unseen— Knitting Factory

M ondays
Riddle O f Steele—L it Lounge
Fantomas—Irving Plaza

T u e sd a y s
OHM— Kniting Factory
Sean Hayes—Living Room

Wednesday 7
Brian Joseph— Bitter End
Jeff Lang— Satalia
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Montclair State University

Discover
The Arts At

MSU!
MSU Students See Events at NO CHARGE!
(Undergraduates covered through Performing Arts Fee)

Departm ent of M usic
Drum m ing, Dancing, Lights!

Departm ent of Theatre
and D ance
Working

San Jose Taiko

by Stephen Schwartz and Nina Faso

See www.musicatmontclair.com for a complete listing of events.

This rock musical paints a vivid portrait of America’s
hardworking men and women—their joys, sorrows, hopes
and dreams. W ith songs by Stephen Schwartz (Pippin,
Godspell), James Taylor, and many others, this musical
speaks to tha very soul of the American character.

M SU A rt G alleries

March 25, 26, 27, 31 and April 1, 2, 3 at 8 pm
March 28 at 2 pm, April 2 at 1 pm
L. Howard Fox Studio Theatre

April 6 at 8pm
Memorial Auditorium

On/Off and Over the Edge,
Contemporary Impressions in
Printmaking
Showcasing a virtual kaleidoscope of processes in
contemporary printmaking, this exhibition is presented in
conjunction with theSouthern Graphics Print Council’s
Annual Conference.

TheatreFest offers professional theatrical summer
apprenticeships. Housing and stipend provided..
Call 973/655.7071 for an application

Regional Playwritiiig Festival

Through April 12
April 2, Printmaking Workshop for
Children and Adults

Professional readings, discussions, workshops, and
productions of new plays by award-winning playwrights
and MSU students.

The Art Galleries, Life Hall
(next to Memorial Auditorium)

April through July

Hours: Monday-Friday 10am to 5 pm,
Saturday 11am to 4pm

•T

TheatreFest

Visit www.montclair.edu/theatrefest
fo r a complete listing o f events.

MONTCLAIR
I STATE
UNIVERSITY

Call The Box Office NOW!
973.655.5112 • Seats Are Limited!
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H ie Chinese New Year is long gone, yet red envelopes flood
the parking lots of MSO(Red envelopes are frequently used as
gift containers in the January holiday). Sorry to say, this is no
holiday...well not for us. If the assumption was made th at parking
woes would be over—think again.
The ran t mentioned is obviously the piles and piles and more
piles of tickets handed out each day at this University.
As windshield wipers get a workout horn the lifting and drop
ping of Standard Parking employees; tickets are gently placed on
the glass, as the onomatopoetic sound of ‘ca-ching’ rings in more j
dollars for the independently run company.
For students who adore anti-establishment rhetoric, much
apologies because most adm inistrators fall under the same catego
ry. Professors become peers in the all-out war of dodging another
ticket. Bo while you moan and groan, be not surprised th at there’s
an educator on the other end of campus blurting out expletives and
i'using the Lord’s name in vain.
Slow your roll if you want to throw a brick into th at little red
pickup truck. The employees, although assumed to have itchy trig
ger fingers when it comes to tickets, did not institute the prices of
these offenses.
They are there to do their-job. As many come to read this in
dismay, w hat do you think these men and women are supposed to
do? The job description does involve the task of handing out viola- i
tions. Like on a city street a traffic cop, in feet, hands out tickets.
One would think th at Regis Philbin hangs out on campus, as the
:super millionaire winner becomes Parking Services, earning a mil
lion dollars in citations. Director of Transportation and Parking

“ One would think that Regis Philbin
hangs out on campus as the super
millionaire winner becomes Parking
Services earning a million dollars in
citations”
Services said that by abiding by the rules, tickets would be easily
avoided.
So answer this for me Ms, Cooper: What do you tell a student
who is rushing to get to an exam on (he oilier side of campus and
with no lot parking in sight has to go to a m eter spot? Remember,
50 cents is a goldmine in the eyes of many students and having
sufficient change is not always the case.
Ms. Cooper’s response might go along the lines of the scenario to
be hypothetical Surprisingly, there are many students who actu
ally do suffer from these problems.
Instead of worrying about paying tuition on time to graduate,
the added bonus’ before receiving your diploma is paying off your
parking ticket debt.
With so many tickets being handed down to students, it
wouldn’t be surprising to see graduates suffer from nervous break
downs when their diplomas are handed to them in forms of paper.

FCC Stands For: Freedom, Choked (and) Constrained
What is Considered to Be Obscene by the FCC Seems More Like Censorship
In case you haven’t noticed, the Federal
Communication Commision (FCC) and most
of our government for that matter, has lost
their minds. The gay
and lesbian community
has been told that their
love and commitment
goes against the ‘sanc
tity of marriage.’
I wonder if Britney
Spears was thinking
about the ‘sanctity of
DANIELLE
m arriage’ during her
SPAGNUOLO
quickie
‘joke-that-wentCOLUMNIST
- too-fer’ wedding in Las
Vegas?
I know many same sex couples, one in
particular have been together for almost
20 years. All they want is to be wed so they
can enjoy the legalities all “traditional’ wed
couples have.
The constitution, guarantees separation
of church and state, but with our current
President, this seems impossible. If George

W. Bush gets his way, he will be the first
President in our Nation’s history to use the
constitution against a group of people.
More on the gay marriage debate later,
onto the FCC. The FCC is on some sick
crusade to save us all from Vulgar’ material.
HI admit that I am a Howard Stem fan, but
aside from him, censorship has gone out of
control.
Recently, MTV has awkwardly placed flow
ing rose petals over huge sections of Maroon
5’s video when the lead singer and a female
costar kiss. When did the naked back, from
the waist up, of a woman become
“indecent? I know many people find Howard
obscene, but it’s people like him who make
America great. He can say what he wants to
say; ju st like the religious right can say what
they want about Howard. Has America for
gotten what this country was founded on?
So many of our ancestors came to America
in order to escape religious persecution or
other inhumane treatm ent to speak their
minds and live free.

Places in Europe and A ustralia have
nudity and ‘profanity’ on TV and radio, are
their societies collapsing? There isn’t one
person who is reading this sentence right
now who hasn’t at least heard the f-word or
some slang sexual term.
No one is saying that you have to like the
idea of gay marriage or Howard Stem using
the terms ‘oral sex’ and “tossed salad’ on the
airwaves.
It’s a m atter of free speech, and our rights
as Americans.
And in regards to gay marriage, why set
prescient th at government can amend our
constitution now? It will be a slippery slope
to climb back up in the future. Love is the
same whether or not you are in a same sex
relationship.
Why not support love and commitment
between two people and give them all the
legalities that go along with marriage?
If you like not getting stoned to death for
opening your mouth and saying whatever
you feel, whether others are offended or not,

why not support what people like Howard
Stem are doing?
And if you are completely fed up with our

“ The FCC is on some sick
crusade to save us all
from ‘vulgar’ material...
censorship has gone out
of control...has America
forgotten what this
country was founded on?”
President combining church and state, along
with various other lies, make sure to get reg
istered and vote him out of office.
Thankfully, we still can.
Danielle Spagnuolo, an undeclared major, is in
her firs t year as a colum nist fo r The Montdarion.
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Q u e stio n o f
The W eek
W hat Do You Think Of
The Morstclarion's
Mew Look?

CHRIS KOLODIEJ
Year: Freshman
Major; Undecided

“The overall look of thè
olctThe layout is also much better. The |
; beat part is that it« free."

DEAN D'AIUTO
Yean Senior
iMaJor; Computer
Science

am erei

; definitely better."

TAMIRA SISCO
Year: Freshman
Major; Psychology

: ing by and you stop to take a look.”

MALACUL
AMENYA
Year Senior
M ajor Math

TbeM ontclat

“I& m k theaewlookqf
Gooddesiga.”

w w w .them o ntclario n.o rg

OPINION

M issin g a D ifferen t B racket
Real March Madness is in Poor Academic Record of Athletes
Does anybody doubt the high-octane
entertainm ent value of watching Dayton
and DePaul duel into double overtime? The
unique amusement of watching the two
Alabamas - Tuscaloosa and Birmingham
- upends season-long stalwarts Stanford and
Kentucky?
Does anybody really expect basketball
players sweating to a spot in the Sweet 16 to
have much mental energy left for their final
month or so of college classes?
In light of the obvious conflicts created by
March Madness, it’s distressing, but hardly
surprising to hear that only four of the 16
schools remaining in the NCAA dance have
graduated more than half their male basket
ball players.
Those are Kansas, at 73 percent; Duke
and Xavier, both 67 percent; and Vanderbilt,
62, according to a report by Richard Lapchick,
director of the Institute for Diversity and
Ethics in Sport at the University of Central
Florida. The University of Connecticut and
Georgia Tech both had graduation rates of 27
percent, and the University of Texas came in
at 38 percent.
A separate set ofstatistics, from the Knight
Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate
Athletics, shows th at 44 of the 65 schools
th at made it to the hoops hoopla reached the
50 percent graduation mark. Of course, the
top three -Stanford, at 100 percent, Lehigh,
90 percent, and Dayton, 82 percent - took
their players back to class early, though not
voluntarily.
Shining a spotlight on the ugly truth about
academic expectations might not generate as
much water-cooler debate as whether UConn
or Oklahoma State can win it all in April.
But it should. And the dismal rates ought to
embarrass more adm inistrators into serious
soul-searching about their lack of focus on

“ ...Only four of the 16 schools remaining in the
NCAA dance have graduated more than half their
male basketball players.”
their core mission.
There’s no denying that a big performance
in the NCAA tournam ent is a huge boost
in prestige and press coverage, not to men
tion campus morale and the all-important
moolah. By some reports, each round in the
tourney can rake in $750,000 per school.
That may be what influential alumni are
after. But what about taxpayers who under
write the scholarships at state schools and
the families footing steep tuition at public
and private universities? Are they investing
in education or in entertainment?
The NCAA, which governs major college
athletics, is expected to adopt a plan next
month that would push universities to focus
more on getting their athletes diplomas.
Schools th at don’t meet graduation tar
gets would be notified of noncompliance, then
would lose scholarships and eventually would
be barred from postseason competition.
Some critics are worried th at the threat of
penalties would push schools to put more ath
letes in easy classes, fake their work or pres
sure teachers to give unwarranted passing
grades. But th at kind of unethical behavior
already exists. Setting higher expectations
won’t break moral compasses th at aren’t
already damaged.
The coaches who are willing to admit play
ers who are barely literate, to have papers
ghostwritten for some athletes or to give tests
th at ask how many halves are in a college
basketball game will always be prone to ga

ing the system.
Universities have to police ¿against aca
demic fraud by athletes ju st as they do for
students who aren’t athletes. Do we tolerate
plagiarism? Do we reward faked science?
Why should coaches be allowed to give a
handful of their own players bogus class
credit?
According to a Washington Post report,
schools overall do even worse by basketball
players than by football players: 44 percent of
men’s basketball players graduate, compared
with 54 percent of football players and 62
percent of all student-athletes.
This is particularly troubling considering
th at the top basketball teams are likely to
be more heavily populated with AfricanAmerican players than with whites.
In 1966, when Texas Western College
won the NCAA crown, starting an all-black
lineup to Kentucky’s all-white five, it was a
breakthrough. But progress on the court isn’t
enough without progress in the classroom
and on the graduation stage.
It’s a sham and a scandal when glamoursport athletes are treated preferentially or
like commodities, used for their talents, led to
believe th at they have a ticket to somewhere
and then left without the skills th at a college
education is supposed to provide.
College is, fundamentally, about educa
tion, not entertainment.
Linda Cambell, courtesy o f KRT Campus.

For a Roll o f Paper
MERKURJOHN
MACLANG

Post-Secondary Education Does Not Mean Four Years of Boredom

Year. Junior
Major; computer
science

Unlike many other students, I will admit
th at I am a fifth year senior. This term is
affectionately known as the “Super Senior.”To
make m atters worse, I’m
going to be here at MSU
for another sem ester
falling into the dreaded
sixth year, affectionate
ly now known as the “
Super, Super Senior.”
Regardless of th at fact,
JA S O N
this affects the percepH O R TILLA S
tions of others because
OPINION EDITOR
you graduate in a timely fashion. But taking
forever to graduate in college is far better
than not going at all, right? From the day
you receive your acceptance letter to college,
the common idea is to get a diploma, so you
don’t have to flip burgers for the rest of your
life. From that stereotype, high school seniors
enroll into a two or four year university
to escape th at fate for a rolled up piece of
paper.
Is it really that necessary you go to col
lege? Many say yes. As of Feb. 2004, the
unemployment rate for high school gradu
ates is 5 percent, as attained from the U.S.
Deptartment of Labor. This is compared to
the 2.5 percent unemployment rate for people
with a Bachelor’s Degree or higher.
If your main goal in college is only going

, “I like it! I think the change is refresh
ing."
B B B

EDDIE OLSf N
Year: Freshman

“I like it) ft looks more

ELIZABETH
DIVIZIO
Year; Sophomore
Major: English

“I like it. It looks very
professional,"

EDZEL UBAS
Year: Freshman
Major: Undecided

“It looks better it shows I
more of our color.”
Question o f the Week opinions are views
expressed by the students o f M ontclair State
University, and are not necessarily the views

to class, spending some time at the library to
study and h it up the computer lab to print
something up, fine. You’re here at a four
year university to receive a education. The
class of 2000 produced 15,312,289 students
who opted for college and many of them are
graduating seniors this May. So how will you
spend your time in college? Is th at piece of
parchment the only reminder of your experi
ence?

“ ...The common idea is to
get a diploma so you don’t
have to flip burgers for
the rest of your life.”
“I’d Rather have sex,” is one of the many
commnets to avoid getting involved on cam
pus, and I have heard many alternatives not
to. It seems th at it doesn’t m atter if you as a
student at MSU have school spirit.
But I’ll bring up this question - was this
your idea of what college was supposed to
be? Where are the drunken stupors and long
party nights? On the other side of things,
where are the debates in the quad and lec
tures under the shade of trees? College is-

what you make it and this is all possible. But
from my experience here at MSU, it really
does depend on what you do.
Remember boys and girls, you are not
gaining an education solely through text
books and classroom discussions. It has been
known to the MSU community that we are a
suitcase college. Many students who decide
to take part in Residence Life go home on
the weekends. A sense of individualism has
smothered our university to go outside the
idea of community, rather to do it for self.
There is nothing wrong with this. From the
proximity to New York City, opportunity
at your doorstep is somewhat literal. But
because of this, there is no pride on the most
part, compared to other universities.
From the experience of a student who has
been here for a long time, there are options
outside of just going to class. I’ve gained
many contacts and colleagues via the organi
zations I’ve joined at MSU. Think of it in this
way: if you feel like you’re spending so much
on your education, it’s a way of getting your
money back. By utilizing these services, you
can say you really had a college experience.
Because in the end, regardless of how high
your GPA was and what awards you received,
time will not be replaced. Remember, the
motto of MSU is “Carpe Diem.”
Jason H ortillas, an English major, is in his firs t
year as Opinion Editor fo r The Montclarlon.

The Montdarion Mailbag Policy
• A ll le tte rs m ust be typed, preferably on disk (text only form at) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words w ill not be considered fo r publication. •
Once received, letters are property o f The M ontdarion and may be edited fo r length, content and libel. • Letters w ill not be printed unless they include
the author’s name, major, la s t four digits o f SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one le tte r by an author w ill be printed each month. •
Subm ission deadline: Monday, 12 :00 o.m. • Letters may be subm itted through e-m ail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The M ontdarion - Attn:
Opinion Page Editor, M ontclair State University, 11 3 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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JU ST MINUTES FROM CAMPUS:
Route 3 to the Passaic Ave (Nutley/Passaic) Exit. Go right off exit ramp onto Passaic
Ave. Go to the third traffic light and make a left onto Van Houten Ave. Go to first traffic
light and make a right onto Broadway. Loop is on block down on the right.

373 B'way Passaic, NJ (973) 365-0807 www.theLoopLounge.coin
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Child Care Wanted
Baby-sitter wanted fo r three month
old infant in Glen Ridge. Must have
experience (and references) and be
caring and energetic. Flexible hours.
Call Nicole 973-743-6920.
For Mornings or Afternoons. To take
care o f 22-month old Boy. References
Need and Experience. Contact Debbie
or John, between the hours of 10:00
a.m . to 4:00 p.m. Phone # 973-4315306. Pay w ill be discussed depending
on experience.
Mother's Helper Needed. For children
(ages 1 & 2) Couple d a y s-fle x ib le
schedule car and references needed.
Call after 10:00 a.m . Jennifer 973-2398005.
Take care of 4-year-old boy. Must
have own car, live locally. 2:30 - 6:30,
5 days/week. Prefer childcare experi
ence. Supply references. Call 973-7448972. Start may 12.
A fte r school and some mornings, en
ergetic responsible babysitter w ith car
needed fo r out delightful 10 year old
daughter. Help w ith hom ework, bring
her to activities. 973-746-9844.
Seeking loving, responsible P/T child
care fo r 16-20 hrs/wk, and occasional
evening babysitting. Can live-in w/private BR/BA. 1 mile form MSU. Call
Jennifer 973-509-6967.

Help Wanted
Summer Jo b s!!: Spend an active sum
mer outdoors as a day camp counselor!
No nights/weekends (except training).
Group counselors, lifeguards/WSI,
instructors fo r canoe, challenge course

(training available), crafts, dance,
karate, lacrosse, soccer, rollerblading
908-647-0664, apply online at w w w .
cam priverbend.bunk! .com.
Models. Women 18 and older fo r out
door test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. W ill
exchange pictures fo r modeling. No
experience necessary. 973-365-4054.

April 1, 2004

NowIt Comes

WithAListof
Ingredients.

¡HUB

Glen Ridge furnished basement studio
w ith private entrance and parking
close to transportation fo r non-smok
er. $550 per month. 973-743-1230.

Miscellaneous
3 fem ales looking fo r 2 - 3 BR Rental
in M ontclair Area from May through
August. If desire to sublet fo r summer
months call 973-655-5017.

Whetstoyes*topvwtferhesbes water?
Ashortnewreportfcomyourwcters*pp%vft
teSycwvtfsae your*fcm comes from,wftefstn
ohe howsoieitis.toc*fotthe/«port &yoyr
mol, andtead8. Seccosewhenitcornes to
mmoncSm yowcsHtogwater, %»md

« r p a fa n t Sugréctent is you.

«SA

It's the second largest
state in America.
And every resident is
struggling to get out.
it's bigger than Texas or N ew
York — but you w on't find it
on any map. It's home to one
out of every six children in
A m erica, each trapped within
its cruel boundaries. It's the
state of poverty in A m erica.
And if you w e re poor, you'd
be home by now.

■ POVERTY.

America’s forgotten state.

C a th o lic C a m p a ig n
fo r H u m a n D e v e lo p m e n t
1-800-946-4243
w w w .p o v e r t y u s a .o r g

S.nS S '

This fairy tale
is about to get real

Summer
Sessions
Sum m er never
looked better.
Earn credit, polish your skills and
broaden your horizons with a
summer class at St. John's.
• A w id e ran g e o f u n d e rg rad u ate an d g ra d u ate
co u rse s ta u g h t b y acclaim ed p rofessors
• Flexib le sch ed u le
• Sm all classes
• C o n v e n ie n tly located Q u e e n s cam p us
• W orld-class facilities
Pre-Session
M ay 12-17

P ost Sessio n
A u g u st 11-21

Sessio n I
M ay 2 6-Ju n e 30

W ee ke n d Session
M ay 2 1 -A u g u st 21

Sessio n II
July 6 -A u g u st 9

I?mahiIAcooudge n— ..¿ ta g g a
SOME MATERIAL M AY NOT WOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN

SOME S EX BELATED MATERIAL & LANGUAGE!,
For rating reasons, go to www.filmratings.com

princeandme.com

For m ore info rm atio n and course listings,

'Wv*

IN T H E A T R E S E V E R Y W H E R E A P R IL 2

visit us at w w w .stjoh ns.edu /sum m er or call our
Sum m er Session O ffice, a t (718) 990-1601.
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CAPTAIN RINNAN inWhat's the Matter?
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by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
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You work hard to make money; but spend |
very IM e Isms enjoying it. There’s a lot
pT stu ff you buy th a t you don’t really need.
¿Learn to balance your spending and you’ll
Send up saving lost of cash,
jfcucky Numbers: 32 -1 6 - (II

YOU

W ENT TO

COLLEGE
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Lately you’ve been wondering about your; :
|oyd Hfe and where i t ’s going. Don’t fret,
everything between you and your mate will '
be ju st fine. So stop over-thinking things,
you’ll only end up complicating them even
more. *Lueky Numbers: 17 - 39 - 03
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Crossword
ACROSS
Revue segment
-walsy
Bullets, briefly
Kind of bean
Nebraska city
Hover
threateningly
17 Ladd or Freed
18 Mil. probe
19 Calvary Initials
20 Purses
23 Work on a doily
24 Fitzgerald and
Grasso
25 Art Stands
27 Spain and
Portugal
30 Piece of man’s
jewelry
32 Lo n__ of

1

1
5
10
14
15
16

33
35
38
41
43
44
46
47
49
52
54
56
57
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Open-handed
blow
Metric meas.
Colorful Apple
Oil carrier
Rose Festival
city
Single-celled
organism

3

14

I

4

17
20

21

6

7

8

5
15
18

9

27

28

25

29

30

32

33

38

39

40

43

56
62

■ 41
■
■
■ 54

11 .

12

13

16

1
H
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23
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■

35

37

36

42

46
49

50

58

1 11 I.....
59

63

69

1

61

68

1

70
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7 First French
Open winner
8 Scram!
9 New Englander
10 Will Smith biopic
11 Monaco town
12 Tag line from
Aesop
13 Overlooks
21 Lilly or Wallach
22 Cloyed
26 Mail event
27 Not left out:
abbr.
28 Dullard
29 Shed rhore light
on
31 Oh, right
34 Positive votes
36 N.Y. Met or L.A.
Dodger, e.g.
37 Salon tints
39 Having all one’s
marbles
40 Rainbow- •
shaped
42 Eel-like fish
45 Person with lots

60

65

64
67

66

’’
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“My giant insect fetish aside, I think I made a
big mistake marrying a louse like you."
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Hi C a n ce r Hi
Communication is m y and ycnAe an ace
[in th at departm ent. Unfortunately your :
other half is more like a joker. Have a seri
ous chat with them and give them an
matum. Either tbeyspeak upor get o u t ;|
’“Lucky Numbers: 26 - 43 - 31
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When you want something you go out and
fget i t Bemember you’re mil toe only Leo
roaming the earth so be prepared to hold
down toe fort because soon you’ll find your
self bumping heads with one of your fellow
Mines.*lmcky Numbers: 4 9 -1 5 - 0 1
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48
50
51
52
53
55

58
59
60
61
63
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Lately so much pressure has been p ut
ms, you. Your stress lésais are
through the roof and you don’t know what
ito do. Talk to your friends and family about
|w h a to g o in g o n a ^
suggestions
th at might ju st work. *Lucky Numbers: 44
_______
11
,

<3Ni> B r in g ikTh t CâTt J
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to offer
Perfect ones
Mil. course
Papeete place
Gem State
Nuzzled
View from the
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51

55

■

(April 20-May 20}

Staying focused is hard to do when you
have so many distractions: Your friends
¡aren’t a great help either. Break away for
jawhile and get some serious work done.
:*Lucky Numbers: 04 - 2 1 -3 5

26

45

48

53

,0

31

34

44

47
52

i
22

24

Cambodia

Louis and Carrie
Large antelope
Holy war
Advanced in
years
Bygone Renault
Region
Bruce or Spike
Engrave
General _
Corporation
For sure
Kindness to
creatures org.
E . O’Brien film
Car franchises
Cinema canine
Bandleader Shaw
Notion
Listen to
Wacko
Swarm
Bookie figures
Tender places
Archipelago
member

2

{March 20 - April 19)

Lots of cash will soon be at your disposal."
Use it wisely and don’t forget to pay off
' those debts you owebefore it’s all gone. We
.allg et a little crazy when cash swings our
-wav, but try and keep your composure.
*Luckv Numbers: 08 - 22 —36

Left Bank
Buck’s tail?
Caesar’s last
date?
Pare
Unvarying
Want

Et

22 -

Sé p m t

ber 2 I

pi

Soon you’ll h ave the opportunity to express
your feelings to someone who you admire,
ptoep calm and don’to v e r dà lt w ith the:
compliments. Believe it or n o tth ey also g
w ant to know a little shout you as welL
J*Lucky Numbers: 34 - 01 -1 7

Weather Channel: The Movie!

sfo L ib ra Ä
(September 22 - Ö dster 2?}

Great opportunities :m «1^m ^:yQ tor"w sy.|
Compare them all and then choose the best
one for yourself. Don’t forget to pass off a li|
the. scrubby ones to your friends; toeyH be
grateful you did.
'Lucky Numbers: 42 - 23 - 29

« S c o r p io
(October 23 - H c v e m b jifiif" Jjl R H

Lot® of people are talking and can you
guess who’s there talking about? Seems
¡someone’s lurking around try ip to get info
on you before they make their big move.
Ju st play it cool, it’ll happen soon.
“Lucky Numbers: 25 -1 9 -1 2

m S a g itta r iu s m

DINO-

Wondering why you’re failing? Petoaps
Ibecaùseyournm trying hard enou^i! Stop;
Iwhining and get to work! AH toe precious
itone you used yakking away could have
foeen used to do more productive things. ;
“Lucky Numbers: 02 - 38—23

TYRANNOSKULLUS
REX.

sW

^ C a p rico rn ^
t

mortco@mindspring.com

#185

I B i a m b w

2 t -

t o m m y

¡People are working against you. You’ve
used too much time and effort frying and
find out if they are or aren’t. You know
they are, so stop trying to fool yourself by
jmakmgtoemseemlikeangies.
»Lucky Numbers: 3? - 11-29
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While The Sports Guy’s
Away The Diva Will Play
The Sports Guy is on sabbatical, so it has
come time for the torch to be passed. I - The
Sports Guy’s original sportling have come
to carry the torch, in the tradition of athletes
of old. The gospel of the Sports Guy shall be
passed on through my hand. Such is the tell
ing of the Sports Diva.
The Sports Diva does not - and will not
- tolerate losing, as the wisdom of The Sports
Guy has shown me the light. In the unusual
occurrence th at The Sports Guy loses, The

“Yao is m aking Shaq
say Ouch! Shaq
can’t fuel the Lakers
to collapse the
Timberwolves power
structure either.”
The Sports Diva

Sports guy hikes up to the highest point of
the Himalayas to meditate on his failure,
as losing is the worst thing th at one can
do. The Sports Guy is on a mountain peak,
astrally projecting to the sports dimension to
communicate with sports greats, like Rocky
Marciano and Dr. J, to learn how to refocus
his chi and redirect his energies.
The Sports Diva has been asked to inform

all sportlings of the recent mistake made by
The Sports Guy with respect to the NCAA
men’s basketball championships. My teacher
was only correct about three of the four teams
to make it to the final four. Where Georgia
Tech, Duke, and UConn held focus, P itt’s
sight became blyrry and Oklahoma State
surpassed them. The Sports Guy has told me
to relay his apologies; now he m ust atone.
The Sports Diva, having finished my duty
of relaying the word of my master, is pre
pared to discuss the up and coming NBA
Championships. The Sports Diva is going
to give you in depth insight about the teams
getting ready for the playoffs and the others
who will be April Fools.
The Eastern Conference team th at will
move towards sports glory is the Detroit
Pistons. The Sports Diva’s confidence will not
be shaken. Through my all seeing eyes I have
had a vision. A vision of Big Dog, Jason Kidd,
injured - thereby keeping the Nets in Jersey,
a vision of Indiana folding like a dinner nap
kin due to inexperience. The playoffs will
weed out the wannabes to send the Pistons
to go head to head with a worthy Western
Conference opponent.
The Sports Diva’s Western Conference
favorite is the Minnesota Timberwolves.
These guys have more stars than Hollywood
Boulevard. Averaging close to twenty points
per game, we have Latrell Sprewell and Sam
Cassell, who have two championship rings
with the Rockets, and 50 percent field goal
shooting percentage. And we can’t neglect
Mr. - double double, toil and trouble, Kevin’s

Track and Field
Season Opener
The Montclair State men’s and women’s
outdoor track and field team opened their
2004 scheduled on Saturday with a solid
performance at the Monmouth University
Invitational.
Senior Osei Bonsu (Old Bridge, NJ/
Old Bridge) finished second in the men’s
110-Meter Hurdles finals with an NCAA
Provisional qualifying time of 14.78 seconds
while the 4x400 relay team finished third
in its event, running a finals time of 3:19.98

SPORTS TRIVIA

QUESTION
Name the NBA team with the best record for a season.

ANSWER TO LAST WEEKS QUESTI
What is the NBA record for points in a finals game?
Elgin Baylor scored 61 points playing for LA Lakers against the
Boston Celtics on April 24.1962.

in the house, and the rest of the west is in
trouble - Garnett. These men are surpass
ing all others; no candles can be held. The
Sports Diva says that Malone needs to retire,
those 41-year-old legs aren’t strong enough
to carry a team. Malone will be watching the
Championship Game at home, while he baby
sits Lebron James. Yao is making Shaq say
Ouch! Shaq can’t fuel the Lakers to collapse

SEE “DIVA” ON P. 19

MSU Edges
M anhattanville College

S enior m idfielder C hris M einxer
(Montclair, NJ/West Orange) was eighth in
the 400 intermediate hurdles (1:09.34) while (Hamburg, NJ/Vemon) and junior attack
Johnson placed sixth in the 100 hurdles Kevin Gondres (Fair Lawn, NJ/Fair Lawn)
each scored three times
(16.12).
as M ontclair State
The Red Hawks return to action on
rem ained
unbeaten
Saturday, April 3, as they compete in the
with a 19-16 victoiy over
Osprey Open held at Richard Stockton
M anhattanville College in the Knickerbocker
College in Pomona.
Lacrosse Conference opener for both teams
Courtesy o f Sports Inform ation

Red Hawks No Longer Unbeaten

“Roman Rubas
recorded a fifthplace showing in the
pole vault as he went
14-feet, 8-inches (4.10
meters).”

minutes.
Sophomore Hashan Johnson (Bridgeton,
NJ/Bridgeton) then placed third in the
Women’s Long Jump with a distance of 5.24
meters in her event’s finals.
Freshm an Lamar Crew (Orange, NJ/
Orange) placed sixth in the 100 meters as
he posted a time of 11.16 while Paul Noel
(East Orange, NJ/Essex Catholic) was fifth
in the 400 meters (50.27). Roman Rubas
(Monmouth, NJ/Monmouth Regional) record
ed a fifth-place showing in the pole vault
as he went 14-feet, 8-inches (4.10 meters).
On the women’s side, Kidallie Francillon

the Timberwolves’ power structure either.
And as for Kobe... No, ‘B’; you’re staying
home with the wife. Oh wait, no you’re not,
April Fools!
The Sports Diva says the match up
between Detroit and Minnesota will lead to a
victoiy for Detroit. Center, Ben Wallace, and
power forward, Rasheed Wallace, in combina-

Steve Miller I The Montclarion

M SU lacrosse receives its first loss o f the season with a 15-13 victory for the Kean
University Cougars. The Red Hawks started strong with a 4-1 lead after the first period,
after which the Cougars took control, out scoring M SU for the rest o f the game.

on Saturday.
Rich Doyen (Basking Ridge, NJ/Ridge) and
Brian Fischer (Ridgewood, NJ/Ridgewood)
also had three goals each as the Red Hawks
improved to 6-0 (1-0 KLC) overall.
Jim Frattarola (Yorktown, NY) and Andy
Nagy (Gardiner, ME) each had three goals for

“Montclair State used
its man-advantage
opportunities in the
game to lead by as
many as eight.”
the Valiants (2-4), whose rally in the fourth
period fell short.
Montclair State used its man-advantage
opportunities in the game to lead by as many
as eight heading into the final period before
M anhattanville mounted a rally led by Jim
Seymour (Freeport, NY), who had three of his
game-high six goals in the quarter.
Goalkeeper Alan Annazone (Fair Lawn, NJ/
Fair Lawn) made 15 saves for MSU, which
was 4-of-7 in their man-up chances. Anthony
Ceretani (Waverly, NY) had nine saves for
the Valiants.
The Red Hawks return to action on
Wednesday, March 31 as they host the Cougars
of Kean University in a Knickerbocker
Conference match-up at Sprague Field, begin
ning at 7:00 p.m.
Courtesy o f Sports Inform ation

www.themontclarion.org
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SPORTS

DIVA

P la y e r o f the w e e k

CONTINUED FROM R 1 8

tion will neutralize Garnett’s efforts. The
Pistons are notorious for their tenacious D.
They made the Sports Diva proud by hold
ing a significant amount of opposing teams
under seventy points. The force is strong
with Detroit, and they are prepared to take
it to the max. However, The Sports Diva’s
vision is blurred; there is a wildcard hang
ing in the balance. The guard play can
make or break this team, and because
The Sports Diva is still under the
tutelage of The Sports Guy, The Sports
Diva cannot tell whether this wildcard
will, or will not send The Sports
Diva to the Peaks of the
Himalayas. The Sports
Diva says if! the
Pistons strengthen
their offense, they
will be untouch
able. Sprewell
Vs.
W allace/
Wallace makes
the future home
of the Larry
O’Brian trophy
uncertain.
However, The
Sports Diva is pre
pared, as divas always are,
to put my faith in Detroit, m aking
Detroit the one and only basketball Title
Town, with reigning King and Queen teams:
WNBA champs, Detroit Shock, and the up
and coming Detroit Pistons.
The Sports Diva has spoken. Winners
will take it, and who cares what the los
ers do. This was just a taste. Until
next week, sportlings, when The
Sports Guy returns to school
you.

Senior
•*
W
Hometown: Kearny, NJ
Named NCRVWB^sfon -III National Pitcher of the
. Week; earns NJAC and NJCBA Honors.

H o n o ra b le M entions
■ W EI BONSU
■ Senior
Hometown: Old Bridge, NJ
B&sei placed second in 110 Hurdles
| iat Monmouth Invitational;
Spualifies provisionally for NCAA
Championships.

The Sports Diva is a fictitious character created by Koren Frankfort

Standings Through 03/30/04
B a s e b a ll
NJAC

S o f t b a ll
NJAC

Overall

Overall

CATHY HOMIEK
Rowan
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson
Ramapo
NJCU
Kean
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Candem

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

17-2
11-4
11-4
8-3
9-4
10-5
11-6
9-7

MSU

0-0

7-6

Rutgers-Newark

0-0

6-9

This Wpek
Saturday vs. Richard Stockton 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday vs. FDU - Florham
3 p.m.
Thursday vs. NJCU
3 p.m.

Rutgers-Camden

4-0

15-1

MSU

3-1

12-2

Ramapo
Rowan
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Newark
NJCU
Kean

3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2
0-4
0-4
0-4

12-2
14-4
13-6
11-3
9-5
8-9
5-8
3-13

This W eek
Saturday vs. Richard Stockton
Tuesday @ William Paterson
Thursday vs. John Jay

Last W eek's Results
3/27 — MSU 6, Rensselaer 0
3/28 — MSU 5, Rensselaer 7
3/28 — MSU 6, Rensselaer 9
3/28 — MSU 7, York 6

: M e n 's L a c r o s s e
This W eek
Saturday @ Centenary
3 p.m.
Wednesday @ Richardson Stockton 7 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
3/27 — MSU 19, Manhattanville 16

’S e n io r

Hometown: Toms River, NJ
Kathy set a NCAA All-Divisions
Record for assists; gets seven in win
over Wilkes.

ICARI MCDONNELL
Jühior
Hometown: Wrightstown, NJ
1p.m .
3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Kari hit a home run and had five
RBlsin the second game vs. NJCU.

Last W eek's Results
3/28 — MSU 1, Ramapo 3
3/28 — MSU 3, Ramapo 0
3/30 — MSU 9, NJCU 0
3/30 — MSU 11, NJCU 3

W o m a n 's L a c r o s s e
This W eek
Saturday @ Centenary
Monday @ Lycoming
Wednesday @ Manhattanville

3/27

1p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
MSU 15, Mt. St. Vincent (NY) 1

ALAN ANNZONE
Freshman
Hometown: Fair Lawn, NJ
Alan had 15 saves in win over
Manhattanville.

Question of the Week
PG. 18

The
PG. 18
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GAME OF THE WEEK: BASEBALL MSU (7-6) VS. RICHARD STOCKTON (11-6)

MSU Red Hawks
Edge Out Spartans
Junior right fielder Ethan Boyd
(Perth Amboy, N J/Perth Amboy)
drove in four runs, including a oneout, single in
the bottom of
i
i
the ninth to
h it Montclair
State to a 7-6 victory over York
College (PA) in NCAA Division
III baseball action at Yogi Berra
Stadium on Tuesday afternoon.
Boyd went 4-for-5, including a tworun homer as the Red Hawks moved
back over the .500 m ark at 7-6. York
fell to 13-6 with the loss.
Mike Halligan (Pompton Plains,
NJ/Seton Hall Prep) led off the
bottom of the ninth with a walk
and moved to second as Danny
Rodriguez (Monmouth, NJ/South
Brunswick) laid down a sacrifice
bunt. Boyd then stepped to the
plate and lined a 1-0 pitch back up
the middle to score Halligan with
the winning run.
Freshm an right hander Jairo
Mendez (Kearny, NJ/Keamy) picked
up the victory in relief to improve to
3-0. Mendez retired all three hit
ters he faced on 11 pitches, includ
ing a strikeout. M att Gonzalez
(Shrewsbury, PA/Susquehannock)
took the loss as he allowed the run
in the ninth. Gonzalez is 1-1.
MSU led 5-4 heading into the sev

Rained Out

left-center, scoring Baccarella and
tying th e game a t 6-6.
The team s traded runs in the
first as York’s Welch scored on a
wild pitch in the top of the inning
while Boyd drove home Halligan
with an RBI single in the bottom of
the frame.
York moved ahead in the second
a s Steve Korkowski (Woodbridge,
NJ/Woodbridge) belted a solo home
“Montclair State run off MSU starter James Cariello
(Springfield, N J/Jonathan D ayton).
would answer
The Spartans lead grew to 4-1 in the
third as Andy Puglisi (Arlington,
w ith runs its h alf VA/Bishop
Dennis J / O’Connell)
had an RBI double and Jeff Moore
o f the third as
(Wilmington, DE/Bandywine) added
Boyd launched
a run-scoring single.
Montclair State would answer
a two-run shot
Steve Miller I The Montclarion
with two runs its half of the third as
The first scheduled game for the Red Hawk’s new Softball Stadium
over the left field Boyd launched a two-run shot over
was cancelled due to rain.
the left field fence against Zac Clark
fence....”
(Haddonfield, NJ/Haddonfield) for
his first round-tripper of the sea
son. The Red Hawks then took a
5-4 lead in the fourth as Halligan
and scored as MikeWelch (Claymont, singled w ith two outs to drive
DE/Brandywine) hit a sacrifice fly home Paul Sammarco (Bergenfield,
Sophomore
right-hander until the eighth inning. With the
to center. The Red Hawks would tie NJ/Bergenfield) and B rett Picaro
Athanasia Totaro (Roseland, NJ/ tie-breaker rule in effect (inning
the game back in their half of the (Westfield, NJ/W estfield).
Weiss finished with two hits for West \ Essex) tossed a three-hit begins w ith runner at second),
inning. P.J. Baccarella (Bayonne,
NJ/Bayonne) walked with one out Montclair State while Westover and shutout in the second game as Erica Moore (Hazlet, NJ/Raritan)
1 3 th -ra n k e d moved to third on a single by
and stole second. Mike Weiss (Mt. Moore had two hits apiece for York.
M
o n t c l a i r Andrea Pastiglione (Southern
Laurel, NJ/Lenape) then singled to
Courtesy o f Sports Inform ation
K A M A rO
S tate
and California, CA/Hunterdon). Michele
Ramapo split Rossi (Emerson, NJ/Emerson) then
a doublehead lined a single to the left to score
er in the first- Moore and Lisa Rizzo (Dumont,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ever games NJ/Dumont) followed with a double
played
a t th at plated Pastiglione for a 3-1
thè new Montclair State Softball Ramapo lead.
In game two, Totaro improved to
Stadium on Sunday afternoon.
Ramapo (10-2, 1-1 NJAC) 4-0 this season as she allowed three
pushed across two runs in the top singles while fanning five and walk
of the eighth to take the first game, ing two.
Montclair got the only run Totaro
3-1, before MSU (10-2, 1-1 NJAC)
rebounded with a 3-0 victory in the would need in the third as Diana
Auteri (Lyndhurst, NJ/St. Mary’s)
second game.
In the first game, Ramapo scored who finished 2-for-3 at the plate,
first as an infield error with two launched a solo homerun to left
outs and kept the inning alive for centerfield to give the Red Hawks a
the Roadrunners, who took advan 1-0 lead. MSU would add two more
tage of the miscue as freshman first in the sixth as McDonnell belted
baseman Elizabeth Choma (East her second round-tripper of the day,
Brunswick, N J/East Brunswick) a two-run shot, to give her three on
drew a bases-loaded walk for a 1-0 the season and 23 for her career
lead. Montclair State would tie the as she added to her own Montclair
game in their half of the inning as State record.
M arissa Marino (Wayne, N J/
All-American third baseman Kari
Wayne
Valley) took the loss (3-1)
McDonnell (Wrightstown, NJ/No.
Steve Miller I The Montclarion
surrendering
three runs hits. She
Burlington) belted the first home
struck
out
four
and walked one.
run in the new stadium - a solo
MSU Red Hawks take a good swing at the York Spartans, taking a 7-6 victory over York College (PA).
shot to right field.
Courtesy o f Sports Inform ation
The game remained tied at 1-1
V isit w w w .m ontclair.edu/athietics.shtm l fo r more inform ation
enth, but the Spartans took the lead
with a pair of runs. M att Westover
(Woodbridge, VA/Woodbridge) sin
gled with one out and stole second
before Justin Heller (Sewell, NJ/
Washington Township) doubled to
right-centerfield to tie the game.
Heller advanced to third on a balk

You Win One...
You Lose One
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